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An alphabetized listing of institutional units and associated personnel

Submit changes by August 15th to Directory@muohio.edu
Updated annually for fall semester.

For individuals who are deaf/hard of hearing, the National TTY Relay Service (711) can be used to access any number at Miami University. Units that can be reached directly via TTY are the Office of Disability Resources at 513-529-1541, the Miami University Police Department at 513-529-2222, and the on-campus emergency 911 service.
Accountancy, Department of
3094 Farmer School of Business, MSC 1002
529-6200; fax 529-4740

Chair: Marc A. Rubin

Professors:
Barry P. Arlinghaus, Deloitte & Touche Professor
Brian J. Ballou, Ernst & Young Professor
Peter C. Brewer
James D. Cashell
Philip G. Cottell Jr.
Dan L. Heitger
Clayton A. Hock
Thomas M. Porcano, Arthur Andersen Alumni Professor

Associate professors:
Timothy Eaton

Assistant professors:
Kathryn Easterday
Anne M. Farrell, PricewaterhouseCoopers Assistant Professor
Jonathan H. Grenier
Andrew B. Reffett
Thomas D. Schultz
M. Dale Stoel

Lecturers:
Jan E. Eighme
Christopher C. Metcalf (M)

Clinical Faculty: Ronald G. Collins

Instructors:
Roger Ames
Elizabeth M. Killy
Pat McCafferty (H)
Ken W. Miller

Writing Specialist: tba

Academic program coordinator: Gretchen B. Radler

Graduate assistants:
Alicia B. Adams
Anne B. Bain
Amy N. Bricker
Michael B. Brockman
Edward J. Davis
Aart W. den Hoed III
Kyle S. Fitzgerald
Robert F. Halpin
Marc E. Harris
Analiese L. Hegele
Matthew J. Jones
Peter A. Lindman
Thomas C. O’Donnell
Dustin D. Schmidt
Matthew R. Shroder
Ryan W. Singer
Danielle A. Stone
Stephen L. Thomas
David A. Tracy
Qiong (June) Wang
Zachary A. Weiss
Anthony F. Welsch
Haoyu (Andrew) Yin
Yuxuan Zhang

Secretaries:
Susan L. Anderson
Deborah J. Gentry

Admission, Office of
301 S. Campus Avenue, MSC 1003
529-2531; fax 529-1550

Interim Director: Ann Larson

Senior associate directors:
Ben Herman
Kathy Pruckno

Associate Director:
Susan Schauer

Assistant directors:
Ann Bader

Derrick Moore
Diana Porter
Ann Rahmat
Carol Richmond
Meredith Smith

Assistant director/transfer coordinator:
Brian Jicinsky

Admission Counselors:
Raegan Butler
Michael Cohen
Kelton Kosik
Lauren McBride

Coordinator of technology and information systems:
Pam Neese

Office staff:
Tina Carico
Deanna Carr
Cathy Darner
Kay Fultz
Alicia Gibson
Teri Gray
Joseph Irwin
Connie Keeton
Bonnie Lackey
Gayle McGuigan
Kim Shann
Karen Showalter
Fritz Wellman
Sharon Withrow

Graduate assistants:
Kristen Altenau
Adam White

Regional recruiters:
Heather Chase
Rachel Cheng
Linda Dannemiller

Advancement Services
Advancement Services Building, MSC 1004
926 Chestnut Lane, 529-1266; fax 529-1436

Senior Director: Jerry Wright

ADVANCEMENT COMMUNICATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS
Director, University Advancement Communications and Publications:
Kimberly Tavares
Web Author: Suzanne Clark
Publications Assistant: Vincent Frieden
Graphic Designer: Kelly McQueen

GIFTS AND RECORDS PROCESSING
Gifts and Demographic Technicians:
Dawn White, Manager
Judith Hannon
Cindy Keller
Sheryle Lancaster
Wendy Mason
Ronda Spaulding

INFORMATION SERVICES
Team Leader, Data Processing: Tim Jones
Programmers: Victoria Meehan
Technology and Media Administrator: Andrew Sander
Senior Technical Services Specialist:
Kyle Hodge
Sheila Wright

ADVANCEMENT SERVICE SUPPORT STAFF
Senior Program Assistant: tba

PROSPECT RESEARCH
Director: Madeleine Bardillieux
Research Associate: Margaret Donohue
Research Assistant: Matt Mornaurt
Program Associate: Sarah Chernitsky
Advising Resource Center, Miami (MARC)
102 Campus Avenue Building, MSC 1144
529-5900
Director: Charles Burt
Program Associate: Denise (Shelli) Minton

Aerospace Studies — See ROTC

Affirmative Action — See Equity and Equal Opportunity

Alumni Association — See Alumni Relations

Alumni Relations
Murstein Alumni Center, MSC 1132
529-5957; fax 529-1466
Assistant vice president: Raymond F. Mock
Assistant to the assistant vice president: Toni Gebhart
Senior Associate Directors:
  - Jennifer Clark
  - Cathy Greene
Associate Directors:
  - Brian Breittholz
  - Sue Harris
  - Michelle Martin
Assistant Directors:
  - Mark Macechko
  - Leslie Marmor
  - Steve Warden
Program Associates:
  - Joanne Harper
  - Pamela Hogeback
  - Nicole Russell
Senior Program Assistants:
  - Deborah Rinehart
  - Linda Ward
Senior Program Assistant, Alumni Association Memberships: Andrea West
Graduate Assistant: Erin Taute

American and World Cultures, Center for
105-111 MacMillan Hall, MSC 1021
529-8309; fax 529-5896
Director: Mary Jane Berman, associate professor, anthropology
Assistant director: Jacqueline Rioja Velarde
Administrative assistant: Dorothy Falke

American Studies Program, Office of
120 MacMillan Hall, MSC 1104
529-5333; fax 529-1890
Acting Director: Sheila Croucher, professor, American studies and political science
Director: Marguerite S. Shaffer, associate professor, history
Professors:
  - Robert Benson, architecture and interior design
  - Andrew Cayton, history
  - Mary Kupiec Cayton, history
  - Curtis W. Ellison, history
  - Carolyn A. Haynes, English
  - Eugene Metcalf, American studies
  - Kate Rousmaniere, educational leadership
  - Susan Kay Sloan, English
  - Peter W. Williams, comparative religion
  - Alan Winkler, history
Associate professors:
  - Ann Elizabeth Armstrong, theatre
  - Ann Michelle Jarrett Bromberg, Spanish and Portuguese (H)
  - Mary Frederickson, history
  - Sherrie Inness, English (H)
  - Tammy Kernodle, music
  - Timothy Melley, English
  - Helen Sheumaker, American studies
  - James Tobin, journalism
Assistant professors:
  - Ronald Paul Becker, communication
  - Kimberly Hamlin, history
  - Theresa Kulbag, English
  - Kelly Quinn, American studies
Visiting professor:
  - Sara Babcock First, history
  - Damon Scott, geography
Lecturer:
  - Oana Godeanu, American studies
Charles Stevens, international studies
Senior program assistant: René McKinstry
Senior program associate: Cathie F. Isaacs

Anthropology, Department of
120 Upham Hall, MSC 1007
529-8399; fax 529-8396
Chair: Linda F. Marchant, professor
Professors:
  - Adolph M. Greenberg, emeritus
  - James F. Hamill, emeritus
  - Carl R. Jantzen, emeritus
  - Susan A. Paulson
  - Mark A. Peterson, chief departmental advisor
  - Kay P. Phillips, emeriti
  - G. Michael Pratt
  - Homayun Sidky
Associate professors:
  - Mary Jane Berman
  - John Cinnamon (H)
  - M. Cameron Hay-Rollins
  - Ronald H. Spielbauer
Assistant professors:
  - Deborah Akers
  - Neringa Klumbyte
  - Leighton Peterson
  - Scott A. Suarez
Lecturer: Perry Gniveau (H)
Visiting professors:
  - James S. Bielo
  - Jeb J. Card
  - Melissa Rinehart (M)
Instructor: A. Robert Tolley
Administrative assistant: Kathleen E. Erbaugh

Applied Science — See Engineering and Applied Science

Architecture and Interior Design, Department of
101 Alumni Hall, MSC 1008
529-7210; fax 529-7009
Graduate studies: 100 Alumni Hall, 529-7026
Chair: John B. Weigand, professor
Professors:
  - Robert Benson
  - Gerardo Brown-Manrique
  - Thomas Dutton
  - Gail DellaPiana, emerita
  - Hayden B. May, emeritus
Associate professors:
  - Diane Fellows
  - Craig Hinrichs
  - Bennett Jacks
  - Scott Johnston
  - Murali Paranandi
  - John Reynolds
  - Sergio Sanabria
Assistant professors:
  - Mary Bonham
  - Gülen Cevik
  - John Humphries
  - Mary Rogero
Instructors/Staff:
  - John Blake
J. E. Elliott  
Mark Jensen  
Astrid Otey  
Ted Wong
Visiting instructors:  
Elizabeth Bartley  
John Becker  
Denette Callahan  
Daniel Clark  
Diane Conboy  
John Fabelo  
Amanda Faehnle  
Whitney Hamaker  
Kimberly Hill  
Matt King  
Christine Lear  
Louise Lecompte  
Samantha Perkins  
Brian Ramer  
Randy Stephens  
Hollis Weaver
Affiliate Faculty:  
Thomas Effler (Art)  
Peg Faimon (Art)
Graduate assistants:  
Ryan Baker  
Sara Bayramzadeh  
Leah DePriest  
Lora Dikova  
Gregory Fast  
Robert Fausz  
Joshua Frick  
Craig Heitger  
Victoria Kulbick  
Kristopher Kunkel  
James O’Brien  
Nicholas Petit  
E. Kyle Rinehart  
Melanie Ringgold  
Curt Sparks  
Stephen Starkey  
Qianqian Wang  
MingMing Wu  
Bo Zhang
Accounting Technician: Melanie Vaughn
Program Associate: Coni Biggs
Sr. Program Assistant: Lisa Iams

Art, Department of  
124 Art Building, MSC 1009  
529-2900; fax 529-1532
Chair: Peg Faimon
Professors:  
Lon Beck, emeritus  
Sara Butler  
Joseph Cox III, emeritus  
Susan Ewing, Distinguished Professor, associate dean  
Peg Faimon, Endowed Professor  
Judith George Ferris, emerita  
Clive Getty  
Thomas Gilmore, emeritus  
Linnea Hedrick, emerita  
Mary Sue Johns, emerita  
Phil Joseph, emeritus (H)  
E. James Killy, emeritus  
Alex McKibben, emeritus  
Jerry W. Morris, emeritus  
Ellen Price, graduate director  
Ralph Raunft  
Ann Wicks  
Robert Wicks  
Robert Wolfe Jr., emeritus
Associate professors:

Larry Collins  
Thomas Effler  
Tracy Featherstone  
Ira Greenberg  
Jean Langan  
Julia Lindsey  
Edward Montgomery (H)  
Dana Saulnier  
Dennis Tobin  
Jon Yamashiro  
Roscie Wilson (H)
Assistant professors:  
Ellen Adams  
Helen Armstrong  
Andrew Au (M)  
Andrew Casper  
Jomi Chung  
Lindsey Grace  
Rod Northcutt
Ann Taulbee (adjunct), director, Hiestand galleries
Instructor: Michael Heiber (M)
Visiting instructors:  
Matthew Littleken  
Jennifer Purdum  
Ron Stevens  
Jacob Tonski
Graduate assistants:  
Meredith Adamison  
Meghan Dillon  
Alysia Fischer  
Ashley Hughes  
Michael May  
Todd Pashak  
Geoff Riggle  
Katie Schutte  
Taylor Stephenson  
Sithiporn Thonghuopnug
Administrative assistants:  
Jennifer Fox  
Sharon Henrichsen

Art Center  
Phillips Hall MSC 1010  
420 S. Oak St.  
529-7395; fax 529-1509
Director: Geoff Eacker
Administrative assistant: Janis Lackey

Art Museum — See Museums

Arts and Science, College of  
143 Upham Hall, MSC 1026  
100 Bishop Circle  
529-1234; fax 529-5026
Advising office: 146 Upham Hall, 529-3031
Dean: Phylis Callahan, professor, zoology
Acting associate dean: Carl Paternite, professor, psychology
Associate dean: Keith Tuma, professor, English
Assistant dean: Claudia Scott-Pavloff
Assistants to the dean:  
Guy R. Moore, information services  
Sara L. Sveh, advising  
Director of communication: Vicki Pritchard
Director of operations & budget: Donna Skillings
Data specialist: Paula Sizemore
Senior academic adviser: Theodore Peters
Academic advisers:  
Christa Branson  
Ryan Swall  
Assistant for information services: Lawrence Downes
Web designer: Rick Ingersoll
Computer and technology specialists:
Aviation Services
Miami University Airport, MSC 1107
Fairfield Road, 529-2735; university plane reservations, 529-4226
Airport manager: Scott Shaw (529-2735)

Biochemistry — See Chemistry and Biochemistry
Bioinformatics and Functional Genomics, Center for — See Botany

Black World Studies Program, Office of
120 MacMillan Hall, MSC 1104
529-5333; fax 529-1890
Director: Cyril Daddieh, black world studies, political science
Professors:
Rodney D. Coates, sociology and gerontology
Tom Dutton, architecture and interior design
Peter Rose, classics
Associate professors:
Babacar Camara, French and Italian (M)
Mark Christian, sociology and gerontology, black world studies (H)
Othello Harris, physical education, health, and sport studies
W. Sherman Jackson, history, black world studies
Tammy Kernode, music
Assistant professors: Helane Adams, English (M)
Visiting professors:
Tammy L. Brown
Adrian T. Gaskins
Program associate, master: Cathie F. Isaacs
Senior program assistant: René McKinstry

Bookstore, Miami University — See Housing, Dining, Recreation & Business Services

Botany, Department of
316 Pearson Hall, MSC 1013
529-4200; fax 529-4243
Chair: R. James Hickey
Professors:
Susan R. Barnum
Will H. Blackwell Jr., emeritus
W. Hardy Eshbaugh, emeritus
David L. Goroch
R. James Hickey, assistant curator, herbarium
Karl R. Mattox, emeritus
Roger D. Meicenheimer
Nicholas P. Money
David W. Newman, emeritus
John L. Vankat, emeritus
Kenneth G. Wilson, emeritus
Thomas K. Wilson, emeritus
Associate professors:
Daniel K. Gladish (H)
Alfredo J. Huerta
Carolyn H. Keiffer (M)
Qingshun Li
Chun Liang
Richard C. Moore
Nancy L. Smith-Huerta, chief departmental adviser
Martin Henry H. Stevens
Assistant professors:
Denghui Xing (visiting)

Box Office, Shriver Center — See Housing, Dining, Recreation & Business Services

Budget Office — See University Budget Office

Bursar, Office of the — See Controller

Business, Farmer School of
3075 FSB, MSC 1018
529-3631; fax 529-6992
Advising office: 1022 FSB, MSC 1147; 529-1712; fax 529-6488
MBA program office: 1038 FSB; MSC 1146; 529-6643; fax 529-6488
Dean: Roger Jenkins, professor, marketing
Senior associate dean: Ray Gorman, professor, finance
Associate dean: Mike Curme, professor, economics
Assistant deans:
Martí Kyger, academic advising
Alan Oak, external relations
Ted Pickenskill, administration
Assistant to the dean: Donna Peterman
Senior director: Tom Speh, MBA programs; professor emeritus, marketing
Directors:
Sharon Attaway, professional development
Brian Ballou, co-director, center for business excellence
Brad Bays, MBA programs
Jeanette Callison, communications
Gerry Cruez, information technologies
Tim Greenlee, business school honors program
Dan Hettiger, co-director, center for business excellence
Jay Keyne, institute for entrepreneurship
Soun Lee, Higgin Kim Asian business program

Instructors:
Richard E. Edelmann, director, electron microscopy facility
John F. Keegan, manager, greenhouse
Richard Munson, conservatory manager (H)
Michael A. Vincent, curator, herbarium
Postdoctoral associates:
Man Liu
Katherine D.L. Milar
Teaching associates:
Yunluan Cui
Brian M. Hoven
Meimei Lin
Mirabai McCarthy
Jessica R. Peebles
Praveen Kumar Raj Kumar
Jie Wang
Xiaofeng Yin
Zhixin Zhao
Dissertation scholars:
Sushma Shrestha
Research assistants:
Jennifer E. Brown
Christina M. Johnson
Fiona M. Lappin
Graduate assistants:
Jessica L. Butler
Alicia C. Campbell
Jingyi Cao
Maribeth O. Hassett
Justin M. Hendy
Laura L. Klein
Steven M. Pfeiffer
Timothy J. Sindelar
Sutharzan Sreesandarajan
Eris S. Stampinski
Greenhouse technician: Harry J. Friedman
Secretaries:
Vickie L. Sandlin
Barbara B. Wilson

Instructors:
Richard E. Edelmann, director, electron microscopy facility
John F. Keegan, manager, greenhouse
Richard Munson, conservatory manager (H)
Michael A. Vincent, curator, herbarium
Postdoctoral associates:
Man Liu
Katherine D.L. Milar
Teaching associates:
Yunluan Cui
Brian M. Hoven
Meimei Lin
Mirabai McCarthy
Jessica R. Peebles
Praveen Kumar Raj Kumar
Jie Wang
Xiaofeng Yin
Zhixin Zhao
Dissertation scholars:
Sushma Shrestha
Research assistants:
Jennifer E. Brown
Christina M. Johnson
Fiona M. Lappin
Graduate assistants:
Jessica L. Butler
Alicia C. Campbell
Jingyi Cao
Maribeth O. Hassett
Justin M. Hendy
Laura L. Klein
Steven M. Pfeiffer
Timothy J. Sindelar
Sutharzan Sreesandarajan
Eris S. Stampinski
Greenhouse technician: Harry J. Friedman
Secretaries:
Vickie L. Sandlin
Barbara B. Wilson
Rocky Newman, summer business institute
Glenn Platt, interactive media studies
Kim Suellau, international programs
Michelle Thomas, student organizations and development
David Yen, China business program
Assistant director: Kris Reid, professional MBA program
Academic advisers:
  Debbie Anderson
  Kim Suellau
Information technologies and web support:
  Michael Edwards, network administrator
  David Jones, technology support specialist
Support staff:
  Carol Ault
  Mary Cooper
  Joe Koontz
  Mary Jane Leveline
  Irene Pierce
  Paula Recker
  Sara Weisbrodt

Business Services, Department of
14 Roudebush Hall, MSC 1043
529-4225; fax 529-2121
Director: Paul S. Allen

Business Technology, Department of
Hamilton: 106 University Hall, MSC 2000
785-7706; fax 785-7766
Middletown: 109 Johnston Hall, MSC 3000
727-3271; fax 727-3494
Chair: Ted Light, associate professor (H, M)
Professors:
  Karen K. Shaffer, secretary of the university
  Robin Sommer (H, M)
Associate professors:
  Susan Baim (M)
  Dan Carroll (H, M)
  Chen Ferguson (H)
Assistant professors:
  Doug Edwards (H)
  Chamina Smith (H)
Visiting instructors:
  Orville Bantz (M)
  Tom Mobley (M)
Administrative assistant: Jackie Webb

Career Exploration and Testing Center — See Career Services

Career Services
200 Hoyt Hall, MSC 1019
529-3831; fax 529-3822
Director: Sue Martin
Associate directors:
  Assessment & CAS senior liason: Cathy Moore
  Employer Relations & FSB senior liason: Rich Utecht
Assistant directors:
  FSB liaison: Nick Cattin
  SFA & CAS undecided majors liason: Lisa Farthing
  EHS liaison: Jennifer McLaughlin
  CAS liaison: April Robles
Coordinator: CAS & SEAS liason: Clark Kelly
Career development courses: Lisa Farthing
Marketing coordinator: Craig Patrick
Office staff:
  Sandy Burger
  Mitzie Campbell
  Carol Fink
  Crissy Jessie
  Cathy Metcalfe
Graduate assistant: Becky Carlson

CELT — See Learning, Teaching and University Assessment, Center for the Enhancement of,

Center for Writing Excellence, Roger and Joyce Howe
133 King Library
529-6100
Director: Kate Ronald
Manager: Kate Francis
Special programs manager: Lucy Manley
Administrative assistant: Mauricia Allen

Chemical and Paper Engineering, Department of
64 Engineering Building, MSC 1093,
529-0760; fax 529-0761
Chair: Shashi Lalvani, professor
Professors:
  Douglas Coffin
  R.C. Peterson, emeritus
  William E. Scott, emeritus
  Allan M. Springer, emeritus
  Michael H. Waller, emeritus
  Roscoe F. Ward, emeritus
Associate professors:
  Catherine Almquist
  Albert J. Herbet, emeritus
  D. Steven Keller
  Lei Kerr
  Azizah "Amy" Yousefi
Assistant professors:
  Marvin Thrash
Graduate assistants:
  Kaushik Chandler
  Chi Feng
  Huiying Jia
  Yan Huang
  Kun Li
  Austin McCormick
  Zackary McCoy
  Russel Ucci
Research associate: Doug Hart
Master administrative assistant: Laurie A. Picadio

Chemistry and Biochemistry, Department of,
160 Hughes Hall, MSC 1023
529-2813; fax 529-5715
Chair: Richard Taylor, professor
Assistant chair:
Professors:
  Stacey Lowery Bretz
  James A. Cox
  Michael W. Crowder
  Neil D. Danielson
  Gilbert Gordon, distinguished research professor emeritus
  Benjamin W. Gung
  Ann E. Hagerman, director, graduate studies
  Michael A. Kennedy, eminent scholar
  Gary A. Lorigan
  Michael Novak
  Andre J. Sommer, MML director
  Robert P. Stewart Jr.
  Richard T. Taylor
Associate professors:
  S. Mark Cybulski
  James R. Gord (adjunct)
  Susan S. Marine (M)
  Alice C. Phillips, emerita
  Thomas L. Riechel, chief departmental adviser
  David Tierney
  John P. Williams (H)
  Ellen Yezierski
  Shouzhong Zou
Assistant professors:
Carole Dabney-Smith
C. Scott Hartley
Jon Scaffidi
Blanton Tolbert
Hong Wang

Visiting faculty, lecturers, and instructors:
Carl Bishop (H)
Richard L. Bretz
Roy Cohen (H)
James Garrity
Susan Hershberger
Yasmin Jessa
Janet Marshall (M)
Julian Maurath (H)
Lee Pike (H)
Jessica Sakash Replogle (M)
Heeyoung Tai, lecturer
Howard Vail (M)
Marcia Vannet (H)

Instrumentation specialists:
Robert McCarrick
Fei Yang

Manager, laboratory: Dee Dee Bear

Postdoctoral and research associates:
Shadi Abu-Baker
Yoshihiro Hase
Jian He
Chao-wei Leu
Jeffrey Levegood
Ruiqiang Liu
Lu Liu
Sergey Maltev
Shuisong Ni
Theresa Ramelot
Martin Smith
Wolfgang Spendel
Zhenghu Xu
Hong-Zhou Yang
Xiaohui Yang
Yunhuang Yang
Li Yuan

Graduate Students:
Mahesh Aitha
Matthew Bachus
Robert Baum
Michael Bindis
Alexandra Brandriet
Justin Carmel
Mrunal Chakraborty
Tafadzwa Chihanga
Brittany Christian
Meng Chu
Ryan Conyers
Lin Dai
Phillas Daka
Craig Damin
Kuntal De
Yongming Deng
Jennifer Fasciano
Erik Feldman
Jordan Harshman
Michael Holmes
David Hufnagle
Colin Jack
Deok-Im Jean
Jana Jensen
Lin Jiang
Brent Kochert
Min Li
Kimberly Linenberger
Chen Ling
Desheng Liu
Lishan Liu
Thomas Loegel
Le Luo
Cynthia Luxford
Qiangqian Ma
Fotouh Mansour
Amy Marts
Sanyo Mathew
Alex Matus
Daniel Mayo
Beata Mehdi
Fan Meng
Sara Nielsen
Debjani Pal
Myna Porche
Fengfeng Ren
Paul Repasky
Whitney Richert
Carrie Rollsins
Lindsay Romick
Kelli Rush
Michael Schmidt
Amanda Storm
Yongan Tang
Willie Tran
Kaylee Troxel
Ana Vasquez Murata
Michelle Veite
Bo Wang
Miki Watanabe
Taryn Winner
Hao Yang
Xueling Yu
Jianbo Zeng
Lei Zhang
Rongfu Zhang
Yang Zhang
Ling Zhou
Science laboratory coordinators:
Nancy Haney (H)
Jackie Webster (M)

Storeroom personnel:
Lijie Yang, 1st floor, science stores specialist
Kathleen Brown, science stores specialist
Bryan McLean, 2nd floor, science stores specialist

Program associates:
Kathy Dittman, MML
Penny Mannix
Purchasing assistant: Kim Taylor
Senior administrative secretary: Beverly Scaggs

Child Development Center - Mini University Inc.
401 Western College Drive, MSC 1024
529-8383; fax 529-8388

Director: Ruth Williamson

Classics, Department of
105 Irvin Hall, MSC 1025
529-1480; fax 529-0512

Chair: Stephen A. Nimis

Professors:
Judith de Luce, professor emerita
Peter W. Rose, chief departmental adviser

Associate professors:
Denise Eileen McCoskey
Steven Tuck
Deborah Lyons
Zara Martirosova Tortone

Visiting professor: Masa Culumovic
Visiting instructor: Lisa Elliott

Program associate: Carolyn DeWitt

Communication, Department of
162 Bachelor Hall, MSC 1027
Miami University
Organizational Unit Directory

529-7472; fax 529-1829
Mass communication: 120 Williams Hall, MSC 1081, 529-3521; fax 529-1835
Speech communication: 162 Bachelor Hall, MSC 1027, 529-7472; fax 529-1268
Interim chair: Richard Campbell
Assistant chairs:
  Speech communication: Lawrence Nadler, professor
  Mass communication: David Sholle, associate professor
Professors:
  Richard Campbell, director, journalism program, affiliate
  Robert Friedenberg (H)
  Ann Frymier
  Kathleen German
  Howard M. Kleiman
  Marjorie K. Nadler
Associate professors:
  Lisa McLaughlin
  Kathleen Ryan
  Ronald B. Scott
Assistant professors:
  Ronald Becker
  Bruce Drushel
  Ronald Fetzer (visiting)
  Todd Holm (visiting)
  James Patterson
  Kasie Roberson
  Stephanie Rollie
  Julie Semlak (visiting)
  Judith Weiner
Senior instructor: David L. Ballard (M)
Instructors:
  Elizabeth W. Bayley
  Nicholas Bernard
  Darren Epping
  Janice Gennaria
  Christe McKittrick
  Joseph Sampson
  Carol Shulman (H)
Clinical faculty: William Brewer
Chief engineer: Steve Beitzel
Engineering supervisor: R. Glenn Simmons
Staff:
  Sara Christman, Bachelor Hall
  Kimberly Hensley, Williams Hall

Community Engagement and Service, Office of
Hanna House
529-2961; fax 529-6527
Director: Monica Ways
Faculty scholar: Kathy McMahon-Klosterman
Community partnerships coordinator: Jamie Calobrisi
Latino partnerships coordinator: Megan Kuykendoll
Program associate: Carol Bowles

Commuter Center/Programs
100 Shriver Center, MSC 1116, 529-3431
Program adviser: Madeline Vitek

Comparative Religion, Department of
164 Upham, MSC 1028
529-4300; fax 529-1774
Acting chair: Stephen Nimis
Professors:
  Peter Williams, distinguished professor
  Elizabeth Wilson, DGS
Associate professors:
  James Hanges, CDA
  Lisa Poirier, on leave 2011-12
  Scott Kenworthy
Visiting professors:
  John-Charles Duffy
  Rory Johnson
  Adjunct instructor:
  Sara Nimis
  Visiting instructor:
  Olivia Mote (H)
Graduate assistants:
  Jodi Craiglow
  Andrew Feldheim
  Jacqueyln Nair
  Amanda Perry
Mstr program associate: Mary Denney

Computer and Information Technology, Department of
Hamilton: 301 Mosler Hall, MSC 2000
  785-3132; fax 785-3183
Middletown: 111 Levey, MSC 3000
  727-3380; fax 727-3450
Chair: Cathy Bishop-Clark, assistant professor (M)
Professor: Cathy Bishop-Clark (M)
Associate professors:
  Jill Courte (H)
  Ronald Harkins (H)
  Elizabeth Howard (M)
  Laurena Werner (H)
Assistant professors:
  Kris Ghosh (visiting)
  J. Eric Luczaj (M)
Instructors:
  Paul Cantonwine (H)
  Donna Evans (M)
  Anthony Rose (M)
  Pam Seibold (H)
Administrative assistant: Pamela Webb (H)
Program associate: Tammy Lewis (M)
12/18/2012

Computer Science and Software Engineering,
Department of
205 Benton Hall, MSC 1029
529-0340; fax 529-0333
Chair: Douglas A. Troy, professor
Assistant chair, chief departmental advisor: Norman Krumpe, lecturer
Course coordinator: Drew Foster, instructor
Regional campus coordinator: Diane Delisio, chair, CIT department
Director of computing labs: Scott Campbell, instructor
Program associate: Monica Baxter
Administrative assistant: Patricia Otto
Professors:
  Donald L. Byrkett
  James Kiper
  Mufit Ozden
  Alton F. Sanders
  Yuksel Uckan
Associate professors:
  Eric Bachmann
  Valerie Cross
  Gerald Gannod
  Ann Sobel
  Michael Zmuda
Assistant professors:
  William Brinkmian
  Janet Burge
  Keith Frikken
  John Karro
  Lukasz Opyrchal
Visiting professor: Dhananjai Rao
Adjunct assistant professors:
  Jon Patton
  Gregory Reese
Instructors:
  Michael Stahr
  Visiting instructors:
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Miami University

Michael Beck
Robert Black
Rebecca Cruz
Glenn Deer
Hao Doan
David Ensor
David McIntosh
David Scoville
Dirk Tepe
Jeffrey Toaddy

Affiliate faculty:
- Catherine Bishop-Clark
- Paul Cantonwine
- Jill Courte
- Diane Delisio
- Donna Evans
- Ronald Harkins
- Elizabeth Howard
- Chun Liang
- Eric Luczaj
- Anthony Rose
- Pam Seibold
- Laurena Werner

Graduate assistants:
- Dan Charney
- Holly Connor
- Lifang Fan
- Joseph Geyer
- Yun Gong
- Robert Graessle
- Hanqing Hu
- Xueheng Hu
- Boyang Li
- Hui Li
- James Moler
- Jyothilakshmi Somasundaram
- Preethi Srinivas
- Vijaya Sriam
- Aaron Steele
- Jue Wang
- Sean Wilkerson
- Xinran Yu
- Yuan Zhang

Conference Center — See Housing, Dining, Recreation and Business Services

Conference Services — See Housing, Dining, Recreation and Business Services

Continuing Education — See Lifelong Learning

Controller, Office of the
107 Roudebush Hall, MSC 1031, 529-6110

Controller: Dale C. Hinrichs
Assistant to the controller: Amy Kidwell
Controller’s Office: Andrew Zwicker
Assistant controller: Jerry Hunsche

General accounting:
- Sheila Barger
- Elizabeth Bath
- Ravenna Brown
- Billie Hubbard
- Rebekah Keasling
- Jennifer Morrison
- Sarah Persinger
- Warren Waldron
- Micki White
- Donna Williams

Grants and contracts:
- Linda K. Manley, coordinator
- Cindy Green
- Carolyn Miller

---

Paula Murray
Payment processing:
- Melanie T. Brunner, manager
- Steve White, assistant manager
- Constance Osborn
- Lizz Hurrell
- Lindsay Hubbard
- Penny Mannix
- Marcia Nantz
- Rosemarie Volk

Bursar, Office of the
107 Campus Avenue Building, MSC 1017
529-8744; fax 529-8788
Bursar: Virginia H. Layton
Associate bursar: Kriss Cassano
Assistant bursars:
- Kevin Maxfield
- Anne Palmer
Assistant to the bursar: Karen McIntyre
Collection manager: Mike Dale
One card system administrator: Kerri Jackson
Technical support specialist: Angela Starks

Office staff:
- Cindy Back
- Linda Bowling
- Samantha Buchholz
- Tricia Call
- Debbie Cole
- Melody Gant
- Helen Hampton
- Jerrad Harrison
- Teresa Kimball
- Betty Kindoll
- Jeanne Kolb
- Kris Ross
- Annie Shea
- Diane Taylor
- Dawn Webber
- Vonna Westrich

Counseling Service, Student
195 Health Services Center, MSC 1123,
529-4634; fax 529-2975
Director: Kip Alishio, psychologist
Associate director: Pamela Wilkins, psychologist
Training director and coordinator for LGBT services: Maria Carrubba-Whetstone, psychologist
Assistant director for clinical and men’s services, John Ward, psychologist

Psychologists, counselors:
- Jennifer Browne, psychologist, Coordinator of women’s services
- Jayne Malpede, temporary psychologist
- Saul Rivera, psychologist, coordinator of multicultural programming
- Eric Limegrover, counselor, coordinator of substance abuse treatment services,
- James Slager, psychologist, coordinator of counseling services to student athletes
- Psychiatrist: Joshua Hersh

Psychology interns:
- Rowan Flamm
- Andrea Larabee
- Delores Smitham

Psychology trainees:
- Julie Lonoff
- Hugo Schielke
- David Walker
- Noga Zerubavel

Secretaries: Jill Hollenbaugh, Tonia Farthing

CraftSummer
Phillips Hall, MSC 1010,
529-7395; fax 529-1509
Director: Ron Stevens

---
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Assistant director: Geoff Eacker
Workshop coordinator: Janis Lackey

**Creative Arts, School of**
Center for Performing Arts
529-6010; fax 529-1992
Dean: James Lentini, professor, music
Associate dean: Susan Ewing, professor, art
Assistant dean: Rosalyn E. Benson, visiting instructor, theatre
Manager of marketing for music and theatre: Jeanne Harmeyer
Slide curator: Astrid Otey
Assistant slide curator: Mark-Harald Jensen
Coordinator of computer services: Brad Myers
Assistant to the dean: Connie Asher
Master Secretary: Pam George

**Credit Union, Miami University Community Federal**
420 Wells Mill Dr., MSC 1086, 529-2739; fax 529-2523
President/CEO: Richard A. Parker
Member Service Manager: Kathy Baker
Lending: Kate Bystrom
Supervisor Teller Operations: Georgia Andrews
Accounting Manager: Tricia Nielson
Plastic Card Programs: Kathy Baker
Technology Manager: Dan Preston

**Development, Office of**
Panuska Development Center, MSC 1132, 529-1230; fax 529-1486
Associate Vice President for University Advancement and Campaign Director: Brad Bundy
Associate Campaign Director: Kevin Marks
Director of Communications: Kimberly Tavares
Assistant to the Associate Vice President: Brenda Arnett

**ANNUAL GIVING**
Director: Meridith Oberklein Spille
Associate Director: Emily Berry
Assistant Directors:
  - Jan Ames
  - Joseph Doyle
  - Senior Administrative Secretary: Jane Hunt
  - Graduate Assistant: Andrew Bixel

**PRINCIPAL GIFTS & PLANNED GIVING**
Senior Director for Principal Gifts: Bill Shockley
Director of Gift Planning: Melanie Parscal
Associate Director of Gift Planning: Emilie Davis

**CENTRAL DEVELOPMENT**
Senior Director of Development, Central Programs: Ellen Paxton

**REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT**
Senior Director of Development, Regional Programs: Jill Gaby
Midwest Director of Development: Nick Frantz
Cincinnati Director of Development: Ayana Blair
Northeast Director of Development: Jeff Abke

**ACADEMIC INITIATIVES**
Director of Development: Rebecca Luker

**COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE**
Senior Director of Development: Evan Lichtenstein
Assistant Director of Development: Jessica Moss

**FARMER SCHOOL OF BUSINESS**
Senior Director of Development: Kirk Bogard
Assistant Director of Development: Gerald Korkin

**SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, HEALTH AND SOCIETY**
Director of Development: Beth Sims

**SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE**
Director of Development: Christopher Adkins-Lamb

**MIAMI UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES AND SCHOOL OF CREATIVE ARTS**
Director of Development: Sara Woodruff

**STUDENT AFFAIRS**
Director of Development: Michael Kumler

**UNIVERSITY PROJECTS**
Director of Development: Susie Sadler

**OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT STAFF**
Administrative Assistants:
  - Beverly Flagg
  - Marla McKinney
  - Joanne Perry
Senior Program Assistants:
  - Jennifer Stevenson
  - Norma Ward

**MIAMI UNIVERSITY HAMILTON**
Director of Development: Mary Bennett

**MIAMI UNIVERSITY MIDDLETOWN**
Director of Development: Susan Armacost

**VOICE OF AMERICA**
Director of Development: David Macejko

**Disability Resources — See Equity and Equal Opportunity**

**Discovery Center and Evaluation & Assessment Center for Mathematics and Science Education**
408 McGuffey Hall, MSC 1092
529-1686; fax 529-2110
Director: Sarah Woodruff
Statewide Director, K-12 Programs: tba
iDiscovery Assistant Director: James Byerly
iDiscovery Program Coordinator: Patricia Witson
Discovery Center Coordinator: Sara Hayes
E & A Center Coordinator: Emily Ryan
E & A Center Senior Statistician and Project Manager: Yue Li
Research Associates:
  - Hsin-Chih Kao
  - Kristen Morio
  - Jennifer Sutton
  - Senior Program Assistant, Master: Teresa Blake
  - Senior Program Assistant: Jean Kinsey
  - Program Assistant, Master: Teresa Faber
  - Program Assistant: Shirley Combs
Graduate Assistants:
  - Matt Barr
  - Geng Chen
  - Chris Cox
  - Ya He
  - Kristin Montalvo
  - Kweku Ocran

**Diversity Affairs, Office of**
336 Shriver, 529-6504; fax 529-0820
Senior administrative director: Gerald Yearwood
Director of divisional diversity initiatives: Juanita S. Tate
Assistant director of diversity affairs and coordinator of GLBTQ services:
Demere Woolway
Coordinator of residence life and diversity affairs liaison: Tim Staples
Program associate: Janine Traylor

**Dolibois, John E., European Center**
Luxembourg campus MSC 1067
Château de Differdange
1, Impasse du Château
L-4524 Differdang
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
Phone: 011-352-582222-1
Fax: 011-352-582222-204
Dean: Thierry Leterre, professor, Political Science
Miami University
Organizational Unit Directory

Assistant dean: Raymond Manes
IT and library specialist: Carlo Specchio
Housing coordinator: Lee Lux
Administrative assistant: Lara Hubert
Coordinator, student activities: Andrew Thain

Base course professors:
Nicolas Ries and Anthony Smith-Meyer, International Business
Emile Haig, History
Erik Jensen, History
Susan Paulson, Anthropology

Sprint course professors:
Georges Backes, Music
Susan Morgan, English
Allan Winkler, History
Christine Vankrunkelsven, Art

Professors:
Philippe Briot, French and Sociology
Pierre Hornick, French and German
Guy de Muysker, Political science
Paul Lesch, European Cinema
Stephanie Shaheen, International Studies
Carlo Klein, Economics
Guy Vanhaeverbeke, Political Science
Anthony Smith-Meyer, Management
Joris Buyse, Economics
Jean Everard, Finance
Anouk Friederici, German
Daniel Tesch, Marketing

OXFORD CAMPUS COORDINATOR
220 MacMillan, 529-5050; fax 529-5051
Coordinator: Alyssa Klein
Administrative assistant: Billie Fields
Program associate: Delene Weidner
8/21/2012

Economics, Department of
2054 FSB, MSC 1035,
529-2836; fax 529-8047
Chair: George K. Davis, professor
Assistant chair: Gerald M. Miller, senior instructor

Professors:
Robert E. Berry, emeritus
James W. Brock, Bill R. Moeckel Professor of Business
George K. Davis
James A. Dunley, emeritus
William E. Even, Raymond E. Glos Professor of Business
John D. Ferguson, emeritus
Barnali Gupta
Thomas E. Hall
William R. Hart
William K. Hutchinson, emeritus
Mark E. McBride
William J. McKinstry, emeritus
Norman C. Miller, Julian G. Lange Professor in Economics and American Enterprise
Nicholas R. Noble
Daniel A. Seiver, emeritus
Dennis H. Sullivan
Samuel H. Williamson, emeritus

Associate professors:
Michael A. Curme
Steven R. Elliott
Gerald D. Granderson
Prosper Raynold
Melissa A. Thomasson

Assistant professors:
John R. Bowblis
William D. Craighead (on leave)
Deborah K. Fletcher
Benjamin Linkow (ITS, economics)
John S. Lyons

Charles C. Moul
Brian A. Roberson
Lecturer: Janice Kinghorn (Middletown)
Secretaries:
Judy McQuiston
Sandy Richardson

Education and Cultural Studies, Center for
309 McGuffey Hall, MSC 1036,
529-6850; fax 529-7270
Director: Dennis Carlson, professor, educational leadership
Associate director: Richard A. Quantz, professor, educational leadership

Education, Health and Society, School of
207 McGuffey Hall, MSC 1111,
529-6317; fax 529-1763
Student Services: 202B McGuffey, 529-6317
Student Teaching/Field Placement Office: 202 McGuffey Hall, 529-7245
Dean: Carine Feyten, professor, teacher education
Assistant to the dean: Karen Denzler
Associate deans:
Melissa Chase, associate professor, kinesiology and health
Judy Rogers, professor, educational leadership
Jeffrey Wanko, associate professor, teacher education
Partnership director: Thomas Poetter, professor, educational leadership
Director of Urban Cohort: Tammy Schwartz, Instructor, teacher education
Director, student teaching and field experience: Ellen Hill
Director of Accreditation and Assessment: Teresa McGowan
Student and academic services coordinator: Roxann Sommers
Assistant to the dean for Research and diversity: Raymond Terrell,
Associate professor, educational leadership
Assistant to the dean for external relations: Denise Spranger
Coordinator of technology and computer support: Hitash Naik
ESOL Project Director: Bruce Perry, Associate professor, teacher education
Support staff:
Jan Benes
Jan Clegg
Mary Ann Dillhoff
Lisa Gault
Richard Mackey
Beth Niehoff
Kelly Pennington
Sharron Roberts
Kathy Salmon
Takuto Takagi
Crystal Warren-Smith

Educational Leadership, Department of
304 McGuffey Hall, MSC 1036,
529-6825; fax 529-1729
Chair: Michael Dantley, professor

Professors:
Marcia B. Baxter-Magolda, distinguished professor,
Nelda H. Cambrone-McCabe
Dennis Carlson
Michael Dantley
Frances Fowler
Sally Lloyd
Peter Magolda
Thomas Poetter
Richard A. Quantz
Judy Rogers
Raymond Terrell

Associate professors:
Ellen Bueschel, clinical faculty
Kathleen Knight Abowitz
Lisa Weems

Assistant professors:
Elisa Abes
Miami University
Organizational Unit Directory

Roland Sintas Coloma (on leave)
Denise Taliaferro Baszile
Mark Giles
Visiting professors:
Ebelia Hernandez
Patrice McCllellan
Kathy Mecoli
Joao Paraskeva
Lecturer: Steven Thompson
Visiting instructor: Catherine Haerr
Heanon Wilkins Fellow: Patrice McCllellan
Teaching associates:
Jamal Abu-Attyeh
Moise Baptiste
Jennifer Bondy
Lara Chatman
David Childs
Viola Ernst
Brent Johnson
Lameesah Muhammad
Bonnie Nickles
Adissa Price
Alyia Rahman
Kristal Screven
Kevin Smith
Kevin Talbert
Sue Toomin-Evans
Andrea Tyler
Donovan Weber
Graduate assistants:
Taran Cardone
Lillian Muzame
Andrea Shea
Jodi Stooksberry
Amanda Zielinski
Joel Zylestra
Dissertation scholar: Darius Prier
Administrative assistant: Denise Withrow

Educational Psychology, Department of
201 McGuffey Hall, MSC 1037, 529-6621
Chair: Nelda Cambron-McCabe, professor
Professors:
Doris Bergen
William Boone
Larry Greeson (M)
Lawrence W. Sherman
Thomas Southern
James Swartz
Aimin Wang
T. Steuart Watson
Associate professors:
Michele Dickey
Howard R. Epstein (H)
Kathy McMahon-Klosterman
Gerri Susan Mosley-Howard
Raymond Witte
Assistant professors:
Jason Abbitt
Euljung Chun
Jane Cole
Darrel Davis
Leah Wasburn-Moses
Michael Woodin
Clinical faculty:
Molly Kelly-Elliott
Visiting professors:
Charles Catania
Rachel Clark
Kazuko Matsuda
Teaching associate: Jessica Schmidt
Graduate assistants:
Kerry Atkinson
Sarah Behrle
Elizabeth Brown
Rachel Cox
Laura Fiorkey
Robert Green
Cody Hostutler
Amber Kokal
Tiffany Kracinik
Amanda Lotycz
Sarah Seaman
Brittany Sevey
Violet Stenger
Lyndseay Timpone
Staff:
Virginia Reynolds
Paul Terrill
Jennifer Turner

Electrical and Computer Engineering, Department of
260 Engineering Building, MSC 1038,
529-0740; fax 529-0746
Chair: Donald R. Ucci, professor
Professors:
Chiou S. Chen
Jade Yu Morton
Qihou Zhou
Associate professors:
Dmitriy Garmatyuk
Jeffrey Herdtner
Peter Jamieson
Administrative assistant: Michele Lea

Electron Microscopy Facility — See Botany

Engineering and Applied Science, School of
106 Benton Hall, MSC 1112,
529-0700; fax 529-0799
Dean: Marek Dollár, professor, mechanical and manufacturing engineering
Senior associate dean: Diane DeLisio, assistant professor, mechanical and manufacturing engineering
Associate dean: James Kiper, professor, computer science and software engineering
Assistant dean and divisional adviser: Brian Kerkmeyer, instructor
Manager of information technology: Scott Haughin
Network support specialist: Jeff Triplett
Director of development: Christopher Adkins-Lamb
Assistant to the dean: Linda Kramer
Administrative assistant: Regina Hobbs
Senior technical services specialist: Beverly Withrow
Administrative assistant: Beverly Wells

Engineering Technology, Department of
Hamilton: 207 Phelps Hall, MSC 2000
785-1804; fax 785-1823
Middletown: 109 Johnston Hall, MSC 3000,
727-3241; fax 727-3494
Chair: Ayodele Abatan, professor (H,M)
Professors:
David Hergert (H,M)
Robert Speckert (H,M)
Associate professors:
Mysore Narayanan (H)
Vipul Ranatunga (M)
Assistant professor:
Mazyar Amin
Mert Bal
English, Department of
356 Bachelor Hall, MSC 1039, 529-5221; fax 529-1392

Co-chairs:
Jerome Rosenberg, professor
LuMing Mao, professor

Associate chair, undergraduate studies: Margaret Luongo, assistant professor
Assistant chair: TBD

Professors:
Paul V. Anderson, interim director, Howe Center for Student Writing
Mary Jean Corbett, Steube Professor
Gwendolyn Etter-Lewis
Eric K. Goodman
Britton J. Harwood
Carolyn Haynes, director, Honors Program
Cynthia Lewiecki-Wilson, director, graduate studies
Laura Mandell, director, Digital Humanities Center
LuMing Mao, interim director, Asian/Asian American Studies Program
Susan J. Morgan, Distinguished Professor
James E. Porter, director, college composition
Katharine J. Ronald, Howe Professor
Diana A. Royer, coordinator (H)
David Schloss
S. Kay Sloan
John Tassoni, director, Liberal Education
Keith Tuma, associate dean, Arts and Science

Associate professors:
Helane Adams Androne (M)
Mark A. Bernheim
Moira E. Casey, coordinator (M)
Christopher F. Cheek
YuFang Cho
Madelyn M. Detloff, director, women's studies program
Stefanie K. Dunning
Katherine T. Durack
Mary J. Fuller
Katherine M. Gillespie
John F. Heyda (M)
Nalin A. Jayasena
Cheryl L. Johnson
Kathleen N. Johnson
Kelli Lyon Johnson, director of civic engagement (H)
John M. Krafft (H)
Jean A. Lutz, director, technical and scientific communication
Heidi A. McRae
Timothy D. Melley
Kaara L. Peterson
Brian A. Roley
W. Michele Simmons
Catherine A. Wagner
Anita C. Wilson
Whitney Womack Smith (H)

Assistant professors:
Joseph Bates (visiting)
James M. Bromley
Tony Cimasko (visiting)
Marianne Cotugno (M, O)
Erin Edwards
Andrew Hebard
Katherine E. Kickel (H, O)
Cynthia Klestinec
Theresa A. Kulbagha (H)
Anita Mannur
Eric Melbye (M)
Tobias Menely
Julie A. Minich
Patrick J. Murphy

Assistant professors (visiting):
Joseph Bates (visiting)
Tobias Menely
Julie A. Minich
Patrick J. Murphy

Visiting Faculty:
Detutu Abatan (H)
Ibrahim Amidou (M)
Michael Arbino (H)
Elizabeth Armentrout (M)
Alisa Balestra
Keith Banner
Gabriele Bechtel
Karen Blount (H)
Sharon Bohlen
Laura Brenner (H)
Stacy Brinkman
Lois Brown (H)
Mary Jane Brown (M)
Adam Burkey
Stephanie Carpenter (M)
Kerrie Carsey
Karen Cole (H)
Elizabeth Cook (M)
Caroline Dadah
Amy Danner (H)
Deborah Day (H)
Mary Dille (M)
Erlin Douglass
Mary Dugas (H)
Mary Dulworth
James Dunham
Justin Edwards
Andrew Ehritz
William Fisher
Thomas Flanigan (H)
Gracie Ford
Kate Francis
Barbara Frye (M)
Emily Fuhrman (H)
Carole Ganim (M)
Judith Garshelis (M)
Patricia George
Laurel Gilbert (M)
Dorothy Goepel
Suzanne Gord (H)
J. Melissa Halcomb
Christine Heilman (M, VOA)
Zackary Hill
Elizabeth Hofferber (H)
Gale Holcomb (H)
William Howe
Sara Jankowski (M)
Kathryn Lacey (H)
Patrick LaFleur (O, M)
Heather Lanier (H)
Steven Lansky
Linda Lister (H)
Ana Madani (H)
David Marado (O, M)
Felice Marcus
Elizabeth Marsch (M)
Aaron McCullough
Linsey Milillo (H)
Cheryl Miller (M)
Corinna Miller (M)
Lindsay Mitchell
Joyce Morison
Doris Neil (H)
Laura Nowocin
Donald O'Brien
Karen O'Hara (H)
William Orth
Gina Patterson, dissertation fellow
Susan Pelle (H)  
Jessica Ponto  
Erin Prus (M)  
Richard Rees (H, VOA)  
Brad Reitz  
George Rieger (M)  
Shawna Rushford-Spence (H)  
Brecka Russo (H)  
Tom Schmidlin (H)  
Sherry Scurlock (M)  
DeAnna Shores (M)  
Joyce Shrimplin (M)  
Nancy Simmons (H)  
Madhudaya Sinha (H)  
Joseph Squance  
Michael Stratton (M)  
Lynne Streeter  
Brett Strickland  
Tamara Thomas  
Melissa Toomey  
Pamela Tjahur (H)  
Cher Uhl  
Janet Valente (H)  
Elenmarie Wahrlab (M)  
D. Christopher Washington  
Robert Weber (H)  
Robert West (H)  
Emily Williams (H)  
Shannon Wilson (M)  
Betsy Woods  
Teaching associates:  
Chanon Amsanatham  
Natasha Allen  
Dominic Ashby, Howe associate  
Lisa Blankenship, Howe associate  
Joseph Burzynski, Howe associate  
Tan Feng Chang  
Joseph Cheatle  
Brandon Clay  
Lance Cummings, assistant director composition  
Raina Garrett, dissertation fellow  
Jose de la Garza  
Leigh Gruwell  
Lynetta Hall  
Amir Hassan  
Morgan Leckie  
Aurora Matzke, dissertation fellow  
Mark Mendoza, dissertation fellow  
Henry Nijru  
Sonya Parrish, dissertation fellow  
Megan Peters  
Kevin Rutherford  
Elham Shayegh  
Greta Smith  
Alyssa Straight  
Ann Updike  
Scott Wagat, assistant director composition  
S. Amanda Watts  
Jonnetta Woodard, assistant undergraduate advisor  
Graduate assistants:  
Brianna Arnette  
Catherine Averill  
Paul Beattie  
Mary Boscarino  
Evelyn Brown  
Andrew Buchner  
Kasey Butler  
Leslee Chan  
William Conroy  
Jessica Easton  
Megan Edwards  
Tasha Golden  
Kelly Goss  
Melissa Kerwood  
Michelle Lawrence  
Douglas Leighton  
Miles Liebtag  
Jonathan Rohr  
James Prempeh  
Meghan Prichard  
Jonathan Rylander  
Bryan Santin  
George Seibel  
Brent Simoneaux  
Allison Smith  
Evan Steuber  
Joy Sullivan  
Alia Vilnyansky  
Kelly Walsh  
Siobhan Watson  
Stephanie Weaver  
Reid Wegner  
Matt Weinakam  
Alison Welch  
Ben Wetherbee  
Chris Younkin  
Assistant to the Chair: Debra Morner  
Administrative Assistant: Sherry Braden, graduate programs  
Assistant directors:  
Jean McLean, Ohio Writing Project  
Beth Rimer, Ohio Writing Project  
Linda Talman, Ohio Writing Project  
Coordinator: Monica Fisher, Ohio Writing Project  
Program associate: Rachel Treadway, accounting  
Program assistant: Loretta Elam  
Senior administrative secretary: Trudi Nixon, copy center coordinator  
Senior program assistant: Cassandra Thompson, Ohio Writing Project  
Webmaster and editor, MU Press: Dana Leonard  

Enrollment Management (OEM), Office of  
301 South Campus Avenue  
529-8114; fax 529-1550  
Associate vice president for enrollment management: Michael Kabbaz  
Associate director: Becky Jolly  
Admission and enrollment research analyst: Carol Kuiper  
Administrative assistant: Christy McClure  

Entrepreneurship, Miami University Institute for  
2078 Farmer School of Business  
529-1221; fax 529-3288  
Director: Brett R. Smith, entrepreneurship; associate professor  
Program associate: Sue Rude  
Associate director, Center for Social Entrepreneurship: Kathryn Mulligan  
Academic professors:  
Brett R. Smith, entrepreneurship; associate professor  
Joseph A. Kayne, Cintas chair in entrepreneurship  
Clinical professors:  
Mark Lacker, John W. Altman clinical professor of entrepreneurship  
Thomas M. Heuer, Richard A. Forsythe chair of entrepreneurship  
L. Wayne Speer, visiting Markley professor in entrepreneurship  
Jim Friedman, visiting Markley professor in marketing  
Adjunct faculty:  
Kevin Connor  
Scott Miller  

Environmental Health and Safety  
55 Hughes Laboratories, MSC 1040,  
529-2829; fax 529-2830  
Radiation Safety Office:  
58 Hughes Laboratories, 529-2812  
Director: Dennis L. Fleetwood  
Assistant director and fire marshal: Richard P. Dusha  
Fire safety specialist: Duchan Besedick  
Fire safety specialist: John Winkler  
Radiation safety officer and certified industrial hygienist: Jeffrey Johnson  
Radiation safety technician: Mary Stone
Environmental manager: Dan Fetrow
Environmental specialist: Sharmila Pradhan
Program associate: Judith Snowbeck

Environment and Sustainability, Institute for the
102 Boyd Hall, MSC 1062, 529-5811; fax 529-5814
Director: Tom Crist
Deputy directors:
- Donna S. McCollum, research (interim)
- Sandra Woy-Hazleton, academic affairs
Professors:
- Adolph Greenberg
- Richard Shank (adjunct)
Associate professor: Vincent C. Hand (adjunct)
Instructor: Larry A. Frimerman (adjunct)
Graduate assistants:
- Eileen Bader
- Jennifer Hagar
- Ann-Drea Hensley
- Pramila Khanal
- Megan Ogle
- Maricruz Hernando Rivera
- Lauren Saulino
- Anne Wick
- Brooke Wikgren
- Jamie Wisenall
Assistant administrator: J. Christine Ingham
Program associate: Betty Haven

Equestrian Center
State Rt. 73
529-8073
Director Lori Cramer
Assistant director: Heather Burra

Equity and Equal Opportunity, Office of (OEEO)
Hanna House, MSC 1091, 529-7157; fax 529-7158
Director: Matthew L. Boaz
Associate directors:
- Kenya D. Ash, investigations and complaint resolution
- Douglas Ledford, compliance
- J. Andrew Zeisler, disability resources
Assistant to the director: Kristie Lynn Marcum
Program associate: Janet Fink
DISABILITY RESOURCES
19 Campus Avenue Building, 529-1541; fax 529-8595
Director: J. Andrew Zeisler
Coordinator, Realtime Captioning Services:
- Cynthia A. Steidle
Administrative assistant and coordinator of alternative media and testing:
- Teri Rosenberger

Ergonomic Research, Center for
327 Psychology Building, MSC 1106, 529-2417; fax 529-2420
Director: Leonard S. Mark, professor, psychology
Professor/founding director: Marvin J. Dainoff, emeritus

Ethics and Student Conflict Resolution, Office of
9 Warfield Hall, MSC 1071, 529-1417; fax 529-1907
Director: Susan R. Vaughn
Associate director: Christopher Taylor
Hearing officer: Kelly Ramsey
Administrative assistant: Ronita Rehmel
Program assistant: TBA

Evaluation & Assessment Center for Mathematics and Science Education and Discovery Center
408 McGuffey Hall, MSC 1092
529-1686; fax 529-2110
Director: Sarah Woodruff
Statewide director, K-12 programs: Terry McCollum
E & A Center coordinator: Emily Ryan
E & A Center Senior statistician and project manager: Yue Li
Research associates:
- Hsin-Chih Kao
- Kristen Morio
- Jennifer Sutton
iDiscovery assistant director: James Byerly
iDiscovery program coordinator: Patricia Witoson
Discovery center coordinator: Sara Hayes
Senior program assistant, master: Teresa Blake
Senior program assistant: Jean Kinsey
Program assistant, master: Teresa Faber
Program assistant: Shirley Combs
Graduate assistants:
- Matt Barr
- Geng Chen
- Chris Cox
- Ya He
- Kristin Montalvo
- Kweku Ocran

Family Studies and Social Work, Department of
101C McGuffey Hall, MSC 1041,
Family Studies: 529-2323
Social Work: 529-3314
Chair: Gary W. Peterson, professor
Professor: Charles B. Hennon, director, graduate program
Associate professors:
- Kevin Bush
- Alfred Joseph
- William (Sean) Newsome, director, social work program
- M. Elise Radina, director, family studies program
- Sherrill L. Sellers
Assistant professors:
- Lindsey Houlihan
- Katherine Kualalanka
- Tonya Watson (visiting)
Lecturer: Carolyn Slotten
Visiting instructors:
- Richelle Frabotta
- Angie Limagegrover
Graduate assistants:
- Betranna Abrams
- Katie Barrow
- Rachel Coffey
- Amanda Ginter
- Leslie Ormiston
- Cynthia Owusu
- Carlyn Richardson
- Arelis Vellon
Secretaries:
- Linda Allen, Family Studies
- Stephanie Wagner, Social Work

Finance, Department of
120 Upham Hall, MSC 1042, 529-1560
Chair: Steve B. Wyatt, professor
Professors:
- Todd Bailey, Markley Visiting Professor
- Charlie Conn, emeritus
- Mark L. Cross, Ohio Casualty Professor in Insurance
- George S. Goodell, emeritus
- Raymond F. Gorman, senior associate dean
Mark D. Griffiths, Jack Anderson Professor
Daniel J. Herron
David C. Leonard
Barbara J. Lewis, emerita
Bruce H. Olson, emeritus
William J. Serraino, emeritus
Associate professors:
Saul W. Adelman
Kelly R. Brunarski
Yvette S. Harman
James B. Kehr
Terry D. Nixon
David M. Shull
Wayne C. Staton
Assistant professors:
Paul A. Becker (visiting)
Tom Boulton
David W. Marshall
Ebru Reis
David G. Shrider
Lecturer: William J. Scanlon
Visiting instructors:
Daniel E. Haughey
Thomas E. Humbach
Patricia L. Schaeff
Secretaries:
Paula M. Hensley
Delinia M. Teed

Finance and Business Services and Treasurer, Vice President for
218 Roudebush Hall, MSC 1043, 529-4226; fax 529-2121
Vice president for finance and business services and treasurer: David K. Creamer
Associate vice president for finance and associate treasurer: Beverly H. Thomas
Manager, administrative services: Kathy Dudley

Fraternity and Sorority Life and Leadership, Cliff Alexander Office of
356 Shriver Center, MSC 1051, 529-1462; fax 529-1504
Director: Jennifer Levering
Associate director: Kayte Sexton Fry
Program coordinator: tbd
Graduate assistant: Ian Prieto
Senior program assistant: Elissa Christmas

French and Italian, Department of
207 Irvin Hall, MSC 1046, 529-7508; fax 529-8391
Chair: Jonathan A. Strauss, professor
Professors:
James Creech
Sante Matteo
Peter Pedroni, emeritus
Randolph Runyon
Paul Sandro, emeritus
Pierre R. Sotteau, emeritus
Jonathan Strauss
Associate professors:
Babacar Camara
Jesse Dickson, emeritus
Claire Goldstein
Elisabeth Hodges
Anna Kissowska
Mark McKinney
Patricia Reynaud
Assistant professors:
Julin E. Everett (visiting)
Daniele Fioretti (visiting)
Guillaume Paugam (visiting)
Sven-Erik Rose
Daniel Thomas Tonozzi (visiting)
Senior instructor: Michel Pactat, language coordinator
Visiting instructors:
Anna Gray
Lara Mancinelli
Graduate assistants:
Raphaël Canvat
Ryan J. Collins
Vanessa Correia
Anne-Bénédicte Guillaude-Marlieu
Vincent B. Guimiot
Lindsey K. Hearon
Caitlin A. Yocco
Administrative assistant: Juanita L. Schrodt

General Counsel, Office of
215 Roudebush Hall, MSC 1103, 529-6734
General Counsel: Robin L. Parker
Associate General Counsel: Mitch McCrate
Administrative assistant: Sheila Theobald

Geography, Department of
216 Shideler Hall, MSC 1047, 529-5010; fax 529-1948
Chair: Bruce D’Arcus, professor
Professors:
Philip C. Kieck
Kimberly E. Medley
James M. Rubenstein
Ian E.A. Yeboah
Associate professors:
Carl T. Dahman
Bruce D’Arcus
Jerry E. Green
Mary C. Henry
John K. Maingi
David L. Prytherch
Stanley W. Toops
Assistant professors:
Marcia England
Jamie Gillen (adjunct)
Danielson Kisanga (M)
Andrew Miller (visiting)
Roxanne Ornelas
Damon Scott (visiting)
Yelizaveta Skryzhkevskia (H)
GIS coordinator: Robbyn Abbit
Graduate assistants:
Rodrigo Alves-Capelani
Elizabeh Ellison
Brent Eysenbach
Sammy Kaburi
Sarah Lawlor
Jean-Yves Meritus
Stephanie Morrice
Joseph Mukeka
Susan Mwangi
Erika Nelson
Sweeta Peteru
Sean Regan
Mary Robinson
Matthew Zabik
Administrative assistant: Debbi White

Geology & Environmental Earth Science, Department of
114 Shideler Hall, MSC 1048, 529-3216; fax 529-1542
Chair: William K. Hart, Janet & Elliot Baines Professor
Professors:
Mark R. Boardman
Yildirim Dilek
Hailiang Dong
John M. Hughes, emeritus
Robert G. McWilliams, emeritus
John K. Pope, emeritus
John Rakovan
David M. Scottford, emeritus
Elisabeth Widom

Associate professors:
Michael Brudzinski
Brian Currie
Jonathan Levy
Jason Rech

Assistant professors:
Ellen Curran
Mark Krekeler (H)

Visiting lecturer: Jill Mignery
Lecturer: Janelle Sikorski

Graduate assistants:
Heather Barrett
Tedros Bernhane
Mike Bishop
Devin Boyarko
Kenneth Brown
Elise Conte
Camilla Crifo
Laura Crimmins
George Daly
Can Engin
Paul Glasser
Joel Hecker
William Hokanson
Stephen Holtkamp
Qiuyuan Huang
Shanying Li
Cindy Loertscher
Agnieszka Marchlewksa
Tomasz Marchlewski
Kelly McHugh
Jennifer Miller
Roseanne Nyland
Monica Rakovan
Fara Rasoazanampanary
Rajesh Singh
Stefany Sit
Rebecca Tortorelo
Laura Webb
Terry Workman
Alicja Wypych
Jing Zhang
Linduo Zhao

Director, Limper Geology Museum: Kendall Hauer
Technicians:
Dave Kuentz
John Morton
Master administrative assistant: Cathy Edwards
Senior account clerk: Jeanne Johnston

German, Russian, and East Asian Languages, Department of
170 Irvin Hall, MSC 1050, 529-2526; fax 529-2296
Chair: Margaret Ziolkowski, professor; coordinator, Russian
Professors:
Michael Bachem, emeritus
Gisela E. Bahr, emerita
Robert L. Bowie, emeritus
Chiang-Tsu Chow, emeritus
Robert Di Donato
John M. Jeep, chief department adviser, German
Marion L. Miller, emeritus
Noriko Tsunoda Reider
Ruth Sanders, emerita

Audrone B. Willeke, emerita
Sanroku Yoshida, emeritus

Associate professors:
Peter E. Carels, emeritus
Vitaly Chernetsky
Mila Ganeva
Xiuwu Liu
Paul Mitchell Jr., emeritus
Mieko Ono, coordinator, Japanese
Edward M. V. Pflater, emeritus
Liang Shi, coordinator, Chinese
Benjamin Sutcliffe
Nicole Thesz

Visiting associate professor: Quanyu Huang, director, Confucius Institute

Assistant professors:
Elizbeth Bergman
Dieter Stroinigg, emeritus
Haosheng Yang

Visiting professors:
Todd Cesaratto
Yujuan Gao, Coordinator, Confucius Institute
Catherine Grimm
Irina Goncharenko-Rose
Lynne Miles-Morillo

Lecturers:
Sahle Yousef
Lihong (Helen) Wang

Senior instructor: David C. Siebenhar, emeritus

Visiting Instructors:
Saeda Abu-Attiyeh
Won Ahn, coordinator, Korean
Pi-hua Lin
Ying Liu, outreach coordinator, Confucius Institute
Reiko Miyaji
Rachel Rachovitsky, coordinator, Hebrew
Ayako Reiff
Lalita Satyal, coordinator, Hindi
Monika Sierkowska, director, German floor
Xingyun Song, associate director, Confucius Institute
Yaoqiao Wu, outreach coordinator, Confucius Institute
Li Yang, director, Chinese floor

Office managers:
Carolyn DeWitt, GREAL
Lolita S. Holmes, GREAL
Sara Pate, Confucius Institute

Gerontology — See Scripps Foundation; Sociology and Gerontology

Goggin Ice Center — See Housing, Dining, Recreation and Business Services

Graduate School
102 Roudebush Hall, MSC 1049, 529-3734; fax 529-3762

Interim dean: Jim Oris, associate provost for research
Associate dean: Ann Bainbridge Frymier
Director of diversity enhancement: Valerie O. Robinson
Director of international graduate admissions: Aaron J. Bixler
Assistant to the dean: Lou Ann Haines

Program associates:
Christie Keller
Janet H. Miller, master
Mary York, master

Greek Affairs — See Fraternity and Sorority Life and Leadership, Cliff Alexander Office of

Hamilton Campus
1601 University Blvd., MSC 2000
Hamilton 45011
785-3000, fax 785-3145
Miami University
Organizational Unit Directory

Associate provost and dean of regional campuses: G. Michael Pratt, professor, anthropology
Regional associate dean for academic affairs: Rob Schorman, assoc. professor, history
Regional senior associate dean of students: Robert H. Rusbosin
Regional associate dean for administrative affairs: Lee K. Sanders, asst. professor, mathematics & statistics
Regional senior budget director: Gary Steelman
Administrative assistant to assoc. provost/dean of regional campuses: Linda Rosenberger
Administrative assistant to associate deans: Dawn Tsirelis

ADDITIONAL AND SUPPORT STAFF

Advising and retention:
Director: Joe Murray
Assistant director & international student advisor: Marcia Smith
Academic advisors:
Triana Adion
Amber Lohrey
Genesis Ross
Chris Kiepleker
Roz Mason
Cherlyn Lander
Selcuk Misirlioglu
Artist Series Coordinator: Howard Epstein
Business Services:
Senior director of administration: Christopher Connell
Director of administrative services: Brett Couch
Cashiers:
Kristie Gillespie
Rachel Steck
Program associate: Guylene Smith
Switchboard/mailroom: David Fields, Sr. program assistant
Civic Engagement:
Director: Sarah Wolteshek
Coordinator downtown center & community outreach: John Vaughn
Computing Services:
Director of regional tech services: Jim Lipnickey
Coordinators:
Paul Cantonwine, academic computing support
Pat Hunley
Pam Renner
Network manager: Bill Sylvester
Assistant network manager: Bruce Parscal
Electronics specialist (ENT): Frank Tonnner

Development:
Regional director of advancement: Ellen Paxton
Regional development coordinator: Sarah Templeton-Wilson
Program associate: Carla Ledford
E-Learning:
Coordinator of E-Learning Initiatives: Janet Hurn
Grant Development:
Regional director of grant development: Amy Lamborg
Regional grant and development writer: Amy Stander

Harry T. Wilks Conference Center:
Director: Brett Couch
Program assistant: Pat Camacho

International Initiatives:
Regional director: Chen Ferguson
Learning Assistance:
Director: Peter Haverkos
Assistant director: Sue Sepela
Mathematics specialist: Brenda Smith
Reading specialist: Sue Sepela
Writing specialist: Janet Valente
ESL specialist: Emily Williams

Multicultural and Diversity Services:
Regional director: Jimmie Jones
Sr. program assistant: Katina Chandler
Nursing Resource Center:
Director: Susan Reams
Physical plant:

Director: Scott Brown
Public Relations:
Campus communications officer: Perry Richardson
Marketing director: Michele Dienno
Manager regional web communications: Elizabeth Miller

Recruitment, Admission, Financial Aid:
Interim regional director: Jane Lee
Interim sr. admission counselor & coordinator of regional recruitment: Kathryn Bauer
Admission counselors: Kristin Hodges
Coordinator of financial aid: Brandi Everhart
Sr. student services technician: Peggy Schubert
Student services technicians:
Cynthia Bowman
Joey Kuhn
Kathy Martin

Registration and Records:
Regional campuses registrar: Joanna Schofield
Sr. student services technician: Carol Allen
Barbara Schuster
Student services technician: Holly Caudill

Rentschler Library:
Director: Krista McDonald
Assistant director: Mark Shores
Librarian: Polly Whitaker
Library assistant: Hannah Ellinghausen

Science lab manager: Nancy Haney

Secretarial Support:
Tori Blair: nursing, faculty secretary
LaDonna Hoskins: Colligan Project
Saundra Smith: nursing
Maureen Couch: learning assistance, advising
Connie Webb: faculty secretary
Jackie Webb: business technology
Pamela Webb: engineering technology, computer science and software engineering

Student Services:
Assistant dean of students; counselor: Mary Bausano
Campus Kids Child Care
Director: Traci Anderson
Instructor: Jessica Bourgeois
Krista Rambright
Career, co-op & internship services
Regional director: Shelley Cassady
Sr. program assistant: Linda Vogt
Recreational sports and athletics
Director: Chris Settle
Program associate: Tammy Lane
Student activities coordinator: Jennifer O'Brien
Administrative assistant: Carol Stubblefield

Technical Services Manager: Lynn Huff
The Conservatory manager: Richard Munson

FACULTY

Professors:
Ayo Abatan, chair, engineering technology
David Berg, zoology
Cathy Bishop-Clark, chair computer & information technology/CSE
Michael Carrafiello, history
Curt Ellison, director, Colligan History Project; history
Joan Fopma-Loy, nursing
Dan Gladish, botany
Daniel E. Hall, political science
David Hergert, engineering technology
Diana Royer, English, coordinator
Ann Rypstra, distinguished professor, zoology; director, Ecology

Research Center
Rob Speckert, engineering technology (H, M)
Sree Subedi, sociology and gerontology; coordinator, social sciences
Beverley Taylor, physics

Associate professors:
Carol Bashford, nursing
Deborah Beyer, nursing
Dan Carroll, business technology (H, M)
John Cinnamon, anthropology
Jill Courte, computer and information technology
Robert Davis, mathematics and statistics
Gary Drigel, engineering technology
Chen Ferguson, business technology
Ronald Harkins, computer and information technology and systems analysis
Paula Harrison, nursing
Kathleen Haubrich, nursing
Kelli Johnson, English
Peggy Jones-Walton, nursing
Brian Keane, zoology
James Kelly, philosophy
Katherine Kickle, English
John Kraft, English
Theresa Kulbaga, English
Theodore Light, chair, business technology
Edward Montgomery, art; coordinator fine arts, humanities
Mysore Narayanan, engineering technology
Rebecca Reardon, theatre
David Sobecki, mathematics and statistics
Janet Teets, nursing
George Vasilk, history
Laurena Werner, computer and information technology and systems analysis
John Williams, chemistry and biochemistry; coordinator, mathematics, sciences, education
Roscoe Wilson, art
Whitney Womack Smith, English
Paulette Worcester, chair, nursing
Assistant professors:
Michele Abraham, psychology
Mert Bal, engineering technology
Richard Bretz, chemistry and biochemistry
Catherine Cerone, statistics (visiting)
Theresa Conover, criminal justice
Amy Danner, Spanish/Portuguese
Louise Davis, BIS
Erin Douglas, English (visiting)
Pam Dowling, psychology (visiting)
Doug Edwards, business technology
Donald (DJ) Ferguson, microbiology
Brooke Finders, nursing
John Forren, political science
Kris Ghosh, computer and information technology (visiting)
Merrin Guice, music
Sharon Hailey, criminal justice (visiting)
Anthony James, family studies and social work
Jaewoo Jeong, mathematics and statistics
Martin Johnson, history (visiting)
Mark Krekeler, geology
Heather Lanier, English (visiting)
Robert Meckley, history (visiting)
Leah Madigan, statistics (visiting)
Vahagn Manukian, mathematics
Byron Miller, sociology and black world studies
Johanna Moyer, history (visiting)
Stephanie Nicely, nursing
Gina Patterson, English (visiting)
Tory Pearman, English
Abigail Purdy, English (visiting)
Susan Reams, nursing (visiting)
Roger Seifried, engineering technology (visiting)
Madhu Sinha, English (visiting)
Yelizaveta Skryzhesvka, geography
Chamina Smith, business technology
Susan Spellman, history
Cecilia Suhr, communication
Alana Van Gundy-Yoder, criminal justice
Rick Wetzel, kinesiology and health studies
Lecturer:
Kim Cain, mathematics and statistics

Thomas Flanigan, English
Perry Gnivecki, anthropology
Jill Gomez, Spanish/Portuguese
Monticha Sompolvorachai, economics
Jennifer Yamashiro, art
Clinical faculty:
Sandra Drewes
Susanne Klett
Visiting instructors:
Kelly Brown, mathematics
Paul Cantonwine, computer science and software engineering
Mona Harrell, black world studies
Patrick McCafferty, accountancy
Maya Owens, communication
Pam Siebold, computer and information technology
Carol Shulman, communication
Matthew Smith, history
08/16/12

Havighurst Center for Russian and Post-Soviet Studies
116 Harrison Hall, MSC 1102, 529-3303; fax 529-1709
Director: Karen Dawisha, professor, political science
Program coordinator: Lynn Stevens
Graduate assistant: James Nealy

Health Service, Student
Health Services Center, MSC 1125, 529-3000; fax 529-1892
Medical Director: Greg Calkins, MD
Staff physicians:
  Susan Bantz
  Greg Garnett
  Deborah J. Richardson
Nurse practitioners:
  Tammy J. Gustin
  Sara Skolnick
  Pam Thomas-Warner
Nurses:
  Sharon Osterberger, supervisor
  Karen Gagle
  Cheryl Eck
  Sue Johnson
  Rita Lowe
  Elizabeth Pantle
Medical assistants:
  Andrea Batdorf
  Jan Streit
Clerical staff:
  Karen Kammer, office manager
  Carla Lunsford
  Erin Marcum
  Donita Pennington
  Monica Streit
  Erica Zornes
Pharmacist: Mary Poppendeck
Pharmacy aide: Katie Lohrey
X-ray technicians:
  Sue Daily
  Rebecca Rader
Laboratory:
  Sara Clyburn, lab technician
  Vicki Hart, lab technician
  Bev Logan, lab technician
Internal medicine consultants:
  Indian Creek Family Health Center:
    Mike Fain
    Jason Hoke
  Nathan Morris
Orthopedic consultants: Midwest Orthopedics & Sports Medicine Inc.
Gynecology consultant: John Harlan
Physical therapy consultant: Mark Cristell
Radiological consultants:
Hillary Evans
Mary Knoedler
Mary Mobius

HEALTH EDUCATION
102 Health Services Center, 529-3438
Director: Assistant Director: Leslie Haxby McNeill
Coalition administrator: Dan Urra

Health Services Administration
100 Health Services Center, MSC 1125,
529-3000
Assistant Vice President for Student Health and Wellness: Gail Walenga

Healthcare Education, Mallory-Wilson Center for
212 Pearson Hall, MSC 1136,
529-3118
Director: David G. Pennock, professor, zoology

Highwire Brand Studio
1016 Farmer School of Business, MSC 1080
529-1205; fax 529-6466
Board of directors:
Thomas Effler, associate professor, art
Peg Faimon, professor, art
Tim Greenlee, associate professor, marketing
Michael McCarthy, associate professor, marketing
Gillian Oakenfull, associate professor, marketing
Administrative assistant: Becky Stephenson

History, Department of
200 Upham Hall, MSC 1053,
529-5121; fax 529-3224
Chair: Charlotte Goldy, associate professor
Professors:
Michael Carrafiello (H)
Mary Kupiec Cayton
Mary E. Frederickson
Sheldon Anderson
Andrew Cayton, Distinguished Professor
D. S. Chandler, chief departmental adviser
Curtis W. Ellison
Judith Kolbas (adjunct)
Yihong Pan
Carla G. Pestana, W.E. Smith Professor
Robert Thurston, Phillip R. Shriver Professor
John H. White (adjunct)
Allan M. Winkler, Distinguished Professor
Associate professors:
P. Renée Baermstein
Wietse de Boer, director, graduate studies
Charlotte Newman Goldy
Robert Goldy (adjunct)
Matthew Gordon
W. Sherman Jackson
Erik Jensen
Wenxi Liu (M)
Stephen M. Norris, director, undergraduate studies
Osaak Olumwullah
Rob Schorman (M)
Marguerite Shaffer
George Vasck (H)
Assistant professors:
Elena Albarrán
Nishani Frazier
Kimberly Hamlin
Martin Johnson (H)
Amanda McVety
Kevin Osterloh
Daniel Prior
Tatiana Seijas

Susan Spellman (H)
Visiting professors:
Alison Lefkovitz
Robert Meckley (H)
Rebecca Mitchell, Havighurst Fellow
Matthew D. Smith (H)
Johanna Moyer (H)
Caryn Neumann (M)
Oleta Prinsloo (H)
Lawrence Richards (M)
Lecturer:
Helen Sheumaker
Graduate assistants:
Zachary Bennett
Emilie Brinkman
Andrew Dial
Eric Drongowski
Gina Farmer
Aaron Gilkison
Stacy Haberstroh
Kevin Herzner
Laura Jarboe
Benjamin Kern
Jackson Little
Kayll McCullough
Joseph Passaro
Eric Souder
Kathleen Stankiewicz
Rebecca Tinch
Erik Toothaker
Timothy Winstead

Honors and Scholars Program, University
101 Old Manse, MSC 1054,
529-3399; fax 529-4920
Director: Carolyn Haynes, professor, English
Associate directors:
Kristin Burton, enrollment management
Kari Taylor, student development
Assistant directors:
Rachel Armstrong
Kate Egart, urban leadership internship coordinator
Mandy Hart
Erin Heyboer, academic and co-curricular support
Amy Lorenz, academic and co-curricular support
Clifton McNish
David Sheehan, admissions & alumni relations
Administrative associate: Pamela Engel
Assistant to the director: Tiffany Grubb

Housing, Dining, Recreation & Business Services
COOK PLACE
MSC 1055, 529-3721; fax 529-3722
Associate vice president for auxiliaries: Pete Miller
Assistant vice president for housing & auxiliary/finance: Larry Fink
Program associate: Mike Savnik
Senior interior designer: Elaine Brandner
Administrative assistant: John Buchholz
Senior director, administrative & business services: Amy Carito
Senior director, construction & facilities: Matt Frericks
Administrative director, HDRBS human resources: Nadine Glaub
Executive director, university dining: Nancy Heidtman
Senior executive director, conference, business, & custodial services/auxiliaries: Bill Moloney
Executive director, human & administrative services/auxiliaries: Cathy Pierce
Program associate: Barb Ribbler
Manager, LEAN operations: Brian Woodruff
BOOKSTORE, MIAMI UNIVERSITY
Shriner Center, MSC 1012
529-2600; fax 529-2625
Interim director: James Simpson
Computer/supplies manager: Joe Martin
Textbook manager: Sarah Thacker
Director of customer service & retail operations: Todd McGrail

BUSINESS SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGY
105 Hamilton Hall, 529-3723; fax 529-3722
Executive director for business systems & technology - auxiliaries: Steve Thole
Technical services associate: Linda Brookbank
Manager of information technology: Kirk Hopkins
Network support specialist: Jeanne Via
Director of business systems & technology: Mark Walker

CULINARY SUPPORT CENTER
426 Wells Mills Dr., 529-3040; fax 529-1588
Manager, purchasing and operational analysis: Jon Brubacher
Manager, maintenance and culinary support center: Dan Rambo
Manager, culinary support center operations: Perry Poppel
Food services supervisor: Dan Thomschick
Executive manager, bakery operations: Emily Blake
Assistant manager, bakery operations: Lisa Rogers
Executive manager, commissary operations: Tba
Manager, operations analysis and inventory control: George Salem
Administrative assistant: Virginia Phelps
Associate director of dining and culinary support services: Karen Recker
Associate director of dining and facilities: Mike Mitroi
Culinary specialist: Bev Rambo
Manager of computer systems & marketing: Mark Andrea

ELM STREET BUILDING
MSC 1055
Elm Street warehouse manager: Roy Lucas
Vending manager: Scott Haas, 529-1872
Concessions manager: Becky Bystrom

GOGGIN ICE CENTER
610 S. Oak St., MSC 1061, 529-9800; fax 529-9832
Senior director, Goggin Ice Center: Kevin Ackley
Directors:
Lindsay Fenton, ice skating
Mitch Korn, hockey school
Assistant directors:
Jeff Huckle, building operations
Ronda Strunk, administration
Administrative assistant for finance and scheduling: Gail Stout
Administrative associate: Karen Baker
Event/program manager: Dan Daikawa
Physical facilities manager: Orlin Strunk

MARCOM CONFERENCE CENTER AND MIAMI INN
Marcom Conference Center
351 N. Fisher Drive, MSC 1079, 529-6911; fax 529-5700
Miami Inn
100 N. Patterson Ave., MSC 1128, 529-2104; fax 529-4747
Executive director for conference services & marcom center: Amy Poppel
Assistant director: Paula Green
Assistant banquet manager: Addison Coleman
Senior building and grounds supervisor: Alex Buffer

RECREATIONAL SPORTS, OFFICE OF
Recreational Sports Center, MSC 1108
529-6888; fax 529-8173
Executive director: Doug Curry
Administrative main office
Mike Armos, director, club sports and staff training

Jim Wachenheim, director, special events
Judy Vest, administrative assistant
Judy Worley, financial manager
Lorraine Sheley, program associate

Aquatic center and programs, 529-1844
John Mihevic, director
Terry Shannon, associate director
Jamey Rutschilling, assistant director
Jennifer Wood, assistant, director
Cathy Schuck, senior program assistant

Building operations
Tom Fister, director
Don Raabe, operations manager
Dean Smith, operations manager
Joy Tipton, housekeeping manager

Customer service and facility services, 529-8181 pro shop
Ron Silko, director
Tara Britton, associate director
Angela Meinhardt, customer service coordinator

Equestrian center, 529-6868
Lori Cramer, director
Heather Pinnick, associate director
Beth Akers, assistant director

Fitness, 529-1946
Seth Cropenbaker, director
Mindy Stephens, associate director
Jeff Molter, assistant director

Intramural sports and summer camps, 529-7236 intramural office
Ruchelle Dunwoody, director
Geremy Bardon, assistant director
Aaron Paunwar, intern

Outdoor Pursuit Center; 529-1991, Rental/retail center; 529-1430, climbing center
Mark Freidline, director
Jen Silko, associate director
Mike Maxam, assistant director

SHRIVER CENTER
228 Shriner Center, MSC 1116, 529-4031; fax 529-1529
Executive director: Marijo J. Nootz
Associate director: Jim Baker
Assistant to director: Neila Hanges
Business office manager: Mandy Long
Assistant catering manager: Nathan Lewis
Catering manager: Molly Lindsay
Executive manager: Tina Rotundo
Executive chef: Ryan More
Reservation manager: Gail King
Spring Street Market manager: Mary Smith
Operations managers:
Dennis Brown
Mike Dobias

STAFF TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
529-9558; fax 529-2399
Gerald F. Burkhouse Staff Development Center: Symmes Hall:
Manager of staff development programs, HDRBS: Jaime Kimbrough
Staff development specialist: Jennifer Baker Williams

STUDENT HOUSING AND MEAL PLAN SERVICES
111 Shriner Center, MSC 1126, 529-5000; fax 529-8514
Director, housing contracts and meal plans: Brian Woodruff
Administrative assistant: Jennifer Salem
Program associate: Jenay Stewart
Senior program assistants:
Darlene Boston
Carla Barnett
Pat Willeford

Human Resources, Department of
Human Resources: 15 Roudebush Hall, MSC 1056, 529-3131; fax 529-4223
Benefit services: 15 Roudebush Hall, 529-3926; fax 529-4223
Gerald F. Burkhouse Staff Development Center: Symmes Hall, 529-6409; fax 529-8059
Employee Health and Well-Being: 202 Phillips Hall, 529-3492; fax 529-5006
Payroll Services: 2 Roudebush Hall, 529-6223; fax 529-2020
Senior director, human resources: Carol Hauser
Director of compensation, employment, and technologies: Katherine Stoss
Director of staff development for PFD program: Marsha McIntosh
Director of labor relations: Jerry Sargent
Director, employee health & well-being: Jay Kimiecik
Assistant director, employee health & well-being: Cassie Wilson
Director, staff development for human resources program: Becky Dysart
Director, benefit services: Dawn Fahner
Manager, payroll services: Anne Wheeler
Assistant manager, payroll services: Gary Kraft
HR systems technical coordinator: Ruth Groom
HR technology and communications analyst: Amy Greenbaum
Program coordinator, employee health & well-being: TBD
Staff development specialist: Kerri Dabbs
Benefits generalist: Sherry Schilling
Personnel technicians:
Denise Ison
Cindy Lewis
Personnel associate: Kathy Martin
Senior personnel technicians:
Sarah Hensley
Rachael Rude
Beth Schuler
Muriel Taylor
Marcy VanWinkle
Personnel technicians:
Patricia Donatucci-Irwin
Susan Gibson
Manetra Kemp
Eileen Mitroi
Kendall Reed
Senior program assistant:
Becky Hensley

Ice Center — See Housing, Dining, Recreation and Business Services/Goggins Ice Center

Information Systems & Analytics (ISA), Department of
3095 FSB, MSC 1033, 529-4826; fax 529-9689
Chair: John "Skip" Benamati, professor
Professors:
John "Skip" Benamati
John Marcus Jobe
Sooun Lee, Higgin Kim Asian Business Program director
Sumit Sircar
H. Jeff Smith, George & Mildred Panuska Professor in Business
David Yen, Raymond E. Glos Professor in Business
Associate professors:
Xiang Fang
Doug Havelka
Jeffrey Merhout
Zafer Ozdemir
T.M. Rajkumar
Visiting professor: Maria Weese
Clinical faculty: Patrick Schur
Instructors:
Fred Ahrens
Susan Cramer
Gerald Cruz
Basil Hamdan
Tim Keaton
Soheyb Kouider
Tom Ringenbach

Chen Zhao, Higgin Kim Asian Business Program coordinator
Secretary: Belinda Cross

Information Technology, Vice President for
302 Hoyt Hall, MSC 1069
529-5322; fax 529-1496
Vice president for information technology and CIO: Debra H. Allison
Associate vice president for infrastructure and operations:
Alan M. Ferrenberg
Assistant vice president for academic and institutional technology support:
Robert Howard
Senior directors:
William G. Miley, enterprise information systems
Cathy McVey, strategic communications and planning
Information security officer, Risk, Security and Compliance: Joseph Bazeley
Assistant to the vice president: Sandy Wright
Senior clerical assistant, master: Janelle Settles

Information Technology Services
ACADEMIC AND INSTITUTIONAL TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT
229 Gaskill Hall, MSC 1068, 529-1345; fax 529-5577
Assistant vice president: Robert Howard

ACADEMIC SUPPORT
307 Laws Hall; MSC 1068, 529-6068
Assistant director, academic technology support: Gail Campbell
Instructional design and technology specialists:
Matt Evins
Suzanne Gord
Tom Luo
Ibrahim Poda
Senior digital media developer: Sid Jayanna
Digital media developer: Adam Baumgartner
Digital media specialist: Yvonne Yau
Learning systems coordinator: David Scoville
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY PARTNERSHIPS
305 Laws Hall; MSC 1068, 529-1345
202 Joyner House; MSC 5002, 529-7900, Option #9, classroom services
Director: Micah Cooper
Managers:
Ricki Davidge, IT partnerships
Leah Harris, advanced client technology
Tim Reisert, classroom technology services
Senior technology support analysts:
Gabe Campbell
Chad Douglas
Andrew Troy
David Carter
Jacob Harrison
Technology support analysts:
Joshua Smith
Chris Stevens
Nicholas Parrish
Technology support coordinator: Bryan Powell
Supervisors:
John Moore, classroom services
Bob Parker, media distribution
Coordinator, classroom facilities: Randy Mikesell
Classroom technology support specialists:
Ricardo Maduro
Tim Schroeder
RESEARCH COMPUTING SERVICES
310 Laws Hall; MSC 1068, 529-1857
Assistant director: David Woods
Senior research computing specialists:
Jens Mueller
Jon Patton
Greg Reese
SUPPORT DESK
317 Hughes Hall (walk in service), MSC 1155, 529-7900; fax 529-5577
302 Hoyt Hall (call center), MSC 1069, 529-7900; fax 529-5577
Assistant director: Bob Black
Interim manager, service management team: Jeff Toaddy
Support desk operations managers:
  Len Ewen
  Kathleen Robinson
Senior support desk analysts:
  Glenn Ellerbe
  Pete Ferris
Support desk analysts:
  Rick Ohi
  Patrick O'Malley
  William Roi
  Tim Ward
  Jennifer Witt
Senior technology support specialist: Pam Eichler
Senior hardware support technician: John Hart
Hardware support technician:
  Robert Adams
  Jeff Gutowski
  Craig Rollins
Customer service assistant: Dave Hampton

IT COMMUNICATIONS
317 Hughes Hall, MSC 1155, 529-6065; fax 529-3052
Assistant director: Kristin Kieffer
Customer service supervisor: Barb Banks
Customer service coordinator: Becky Thompson
Administrative associate: Cindy Hurley
Graphic designers:
  Pam Dean, graphics specialist
  Belinda Rutherford, graphic design coordinator
Copy/printing services supervisor: Theresa Lumpkin
Copy/printing coordinator: Pat Fagin
Large format finishing coordinator: Gail Burger

INFRASTRUCTURE AND OPERATIONS
302 Hoyt Hall, MSC 1069, 529-4528; fax 529-1496
Associate vice president: Alan Ferrenberg
Director, business and administrative services: Beth Farthing Moore
IT acquisitions and licensing officer: Peggy Sander
Personnel manager: Leah Tuscany
Business coordinator: Donna Amrhein
Administrative assistants:
  Lisa Boggs
  Sandra Keller
  Betsy Kreger

ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS
312 Hoyt Hall, MSC 1069, 529-5322; fax 529-1496
Senior director: William G. Miley
APPLICATION SERVICES
Assistant director: Kent Covert
Managers, application development:
  Daniel Johnson
  David Schaefer
  Dirk Tepe
Senior systems analysts:
  Suzanne Brack
  Amy Eldridge
  Brian Holbrook
  Don Kidd
Applications analysts:
  Sam Arockiasamy
  Kelly Geng
  Susan Scott
  Vered Friedberg

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CENTER
Assistant director: Phyllis Wykoff
Senior systems analyst: Brian Simms
Systems analyst: Amy Goll
ETL analyst: Alan Clift
Programmer and analyst: Manish Chaturvedi
Business analyst: Daryl Wright

RISK, SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE
302 Hoyt Hall, MSC 1069, 529-5071; fax 529-1496
Information security officer: Joseph Bazeley
Policy coordinator: Sean Poley

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS AND PLANNING
302 Hoyt Hall, MSC 1069, 529-5322; fax 529-1496
Senior director: Cathy McVey
Senior project management specialists:
  Mary Beth Dillon
  Linda Sabatelli
Senior communication and web coordinator: Randy Hollowell
Knowledge base coordinator: Karen O’Hara

Institutional Relations, Director of
Director of equipment services: (John) Darrell Hallberg
Equipment managers:
  Andy Geshan
  Kristin Keve
  Jim Sliger
Academic coordinators:
  Elyssa Appel
  Craig Bennett
  TBA
Strength coach: James Carsey
  Assistants:
  Matt Cady
  Ryan Faehnle
  Cindi Merrill
Ticket manager: Alex Weikel
Classified staff:
  Nancy Abner
  Brenda Bertsch
  Pam Bourne
  Dawn Clark
  Nancy Holley
  Anita Lee
  Amy Moore
  Corrine Osterberger
  Karen Selm
  Sharon Tabler
  Debbie Vogt
  Connie Walker
  Pat Wells
MEN'S SPORTS
Baseball, 529-6631:
  Head coach: Dan Simonds
  Assistant coaches:
    Ben Bachman
    Jeremy Ison
Basketball, 529-1650:
  Head coach: Charles Coles
  Assistant coaches:
    Jason Grunkemeyer
    Jermaine Henderson
    Ryan Pedon
  Director of men's basketball operations: Jimmy Lallathin
Football, 529-3319:
  Head coach: Michael Haywood
  Assistant coaches:
    Cedric Cormier
    Bill Elias
    Lance Guidry
    Bill Mottola
    Carl Reese
    Antoine Smith
    Peter Vaas
    KJUan Ware
    Morris Watts
  Director of football operations: J.D. Vonderheide
  Video coordinator and assistant to football operations: Dan Siegle
  Graduate assistants:
    Tom Anevski
    Karl Maslowski
  Golf, 529-2111:
  Head coach: Casey Lubahn
Ice hockey, 529-9800:
  Head coach: Enrico Blasi
  Assistant coaches:
    Chris Bergeron
    Brent Brekke
Swimming, 529-8150:
  Head coach: Pete Lindsay
  Assistant coach: John Janszen
  Diving coach: Kong Rong Li
Track and cross country, 529-3105:
  Head coach: Warren Mandrell
  Assistant coaches:
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International Studies Program, Office of

International student and scholar advisers:
Director, study abroad adviser:
Director, international education:
International Education, Office of

WOMEN’S SPORTS
Basketball, 529-3300:
Head coach: Maria Fantanarosa
Assistant coaches:
Colleen Day
TBA
Lisa Hayden
Director of women’s basketball operations: Cristal Randolph
Field hockey, 529-0181:
Head coach: Jill Reeve
Assistant coaches:
Lindsay Markwart
Lisa Wasser
Synchronized skating, 529-9807:
Head coach: Carla DeGirolamo
Assistant coaches:
TBD
LeeAnn Shoker
Softball, 529-3999:
Head coach: Kelly Schoenly
Assistant coaches:
Amanda Buchholz
Christina Sutcliffe
Swimming, 529-8153:
Head coach: David Jennings
Assistant coach: Mark Davis
Diving coach: Kong Rong Li
Tennis, 529-7088:
Head coach: TBD
Assistant: Richardo Rosas
Track and cross country, 529-3106:
Head coach: Kelly Phillips
Assistant coaches: Mark Rodriguez
Volleyball, 529-6922:
Head coach: Carolyn Condit
Assistant coaches:
Anna Nies
Jason Reese

Intercollegiate Athletics Advancement
220 Millett Hall, MSC 1058,
529-8097; fax 529-4907
Director of Development: Jude Killy
Development Associate for ICA: Leslie Macedo
Administrative Assistant: Brenda Bertsch

Internal Audit and Consulting Services
4 Roudebush Hall, MSC 1066,
529-8031; fax 529-8032
Director: Barbara K. Jena, CIA, CISA
Staff auditor: Joan E. Walker, CIA, CPA
Associate auditor: Jeffrey N. Pidcock

International Education, Office of
216 MacMillan Hall, MSC 1067,
529-5628; fax 529-7383
Director, international education: David J. Keitges
Study abroad adviser: Sarah McNitt, adviser and webmaster
International student and scholar advisers:
Molly Heidemann, student and scholar adviser
Stefanie Stauber, student adviser
International program coordinator and adviser: Jennifer Ward

International Studies Program, Office of

WOMEN’S SPORTS
Basketball, 529-3300:
Head coach: Maria Fantanarosa
Assistant coaches:
Colleen Day
TBA
Lisa Hayden
Director of women’s basketball operations: Cristal Randolph
Field hockey, 529-0181:
Head coach: Jill Reeve
Assistant coaches:
Lindsay Markwart
Lisa Wasser
Synchronized skating, 529-9807:
Head coach: Carla DeGirolamo
Assistant coaches:
TBD
LeeAnn Shoker
Softball, 529-3999:
Head coach: Kelly Schoenly
Assistant coaches:
Amanda Buchholz
Christina Sutcliffe
Swimming, 529-8153:
Head coach: David Jennings
Assistant coach: Mark Davis
Diving coach: Kong Rong Li
Tennis, 529-7088:
Head coach: TBD
Assistant: Richardo Rosas
Track and cross country, 529-3106:
Head coach: Kelly Phillips
Assistant coaches: Mark Rodriguez
Volleyball, 529-6922:
Head coach: Carolyn Condit
Assistant coaches:
Anna Nies
Jason Reese

Intercollegiate Athletics Advancement
220 Millett Hall, MSC 1058,
529-8097; fax 529-4907
Director of Development: Jude Killy
Development Associate for ICA: Leslie Macedo
Administrative Assistant: Brenda Bertsch

Internal Audit and Consulting Services
4 Roudebush Hall, MSC 1066,
529-8031; fax 529-8032
Director: Barbara K. Jena, CIA, CISA
Staff auditor: Joan E. Walker, CIA, CPA
Associate auditor: Jeffrey N. Pidcock

International Education, Office of
216 MacMillan Hall, MSC 1067,
529-5628; fax 529-7383
Director, international education: David J. Keitges
Study abroad adviser: Sarah McNitt, adviser and webmaster
International student and scholar advisers:
Molly Heidemann, student and scholar adviser
Stefanie Stauber, student adviser
International program coordinator and adviser: Jennifer Ward

International Studies Program, Office of

WOMEN’S SPORTS
Basketball, 529-3300:
Head coach: Maria Fantanarosa
Assistant coaches:
Colleen Day
TBA
Lisa Hayden
Director of women’s basketball operations: Cristal Randolph
Field hockey, 529-0181:
Head coach: Jill Reeve
Assistant coaches:
Lindsay Markwart
Lisa Wasser
Synchronized skating, 529-9807:
Head coach: Carla DeGirolamo
Assistant coaches:
TBD
LeeAnn Shoker
Softball, 529-3999:
Head coach: Kelly Schoenly
Assistant coaches:
Amanda Buchholz
Christina Sutcliffe
Swimming, 529-8153:
Head coach: David Jennings
Assistant coach: Mark Davis
Diving coach: Kong Rong Li
Tennis, 529-7088:
Head coach: TBD
Assistant: Richardo Rosas
Track and cross country, 529-3106:
Head coach: Kelly Phillips
Assistant coaches: Mark Rodriguez
Volleyball, 529-6922:
Head coach: Carolyn Condit
Assistant coaches:
Anna Nies
Jason Reese

Intercollegiate Athletics Advancement
220 Millett Hall, MSC 1058,
529-8097; fax 529-4907
Director of Development: Jude Killy
Development Associate for ICA: Leslie Macedo
Administrative Assistant: Brenda Bertsch

Internal Audit and Consulting Services
4 Roudebush Hall, MSC 1066,
529-8031; fax 529-8032
Director: Barbara K. Jena, CIA, CISA
Staff auditor: Joan E. Walker, CIA, CPA
Associate auditor: Jeffrey N. Pidcock

International Education, Office of
216 MacMillan Hall, MSC 1067,
529-5628; fax 529-7383
Director, international education: David J. Keitges
Study abroad adviser: Sarah McNitt, adviser and webmaster
International student and scholar advisers:
Molly Heidemann, student and scholar adviser
Stefanie Stauber, student adviser
International program coordinator and adviser: Jennifer Ward

International Studies Program, Office of

WOMEN’S SPORTS
Basketball, 529-3300:
Head coach: Maria Fantanarosa
Assistant coaches:
Colleen Day
TBA
Lisa Hayden
Director of women’s basketball operations: Cristal Randolph
Field hockey, 529-0181:
Head coach: Jill Reeve
Assistant coaches:
Lindsay Markwart
Lisa Wasser
Synchronized skating, 529-9807:
Head coach: Carla DeGirolamo
Assistant coaches:
TBD
LeeAnn Shoker
Softball, 529-3999:
Head coach: Kelly Schoenly
Assistant coaches:
Amanda Buchholz
Christina Sutcliffe
Swimming, 529-8153:
Head coach: David Jennings
Assistant coach: Mark Davis
Diving coach: Kong Rong Li
Tennis, 529-7088:
Head coach: TBD
Assistant: Richardo Rosas
Track and cross country, 529-3106:
Head coach: Kelly Phillips
Assistant coaches: Mark Rodriguez
Volleyball, 529-6922:
Head coach: Carolyn Condit
Assistant coaches:
Anna Nies
Jason Reese

Intercollegiate Athletics Advancement
220 Millett Hall, MSC 1058,
529-8097; fax 529-4907
Director of Development: Jude Killy
Development Associate for ICA: Leslie Macedo
Administrative Assistant: Brenda Bertsch

Internal Audit and Consulting Services
4 Roudebush Hall, MSC 1066,
529-8031; fax 529-8032
Director: Barbara K. Jena, CIA, CISA
Staff auditor: Joan E. Walker, CIA, CPA
Associate auditor: Jeffrey N. Pidcock

International Education, Office of
216 MacMillan Hall, MSC 1067,
529-5628; fax 529-7383
Director, international education: David J. Keitges
Study abroad adviser: Sarah McNitt, adviser and webmaster
International student and scholar advisers:
Molly Heidemann, student and scholar adviser
Stefanie Stauber, student adviser
International program coordinator and adviser: Jennifer Ward

International Studies Program, Office of

Italian — See French and Italian

Jewish Studies Program
248 Upham Hall, MSC 1053, 529-5143
Interim director: Charlotte Newman Goldy, history
Professor:
Steve DeLue, Political Science
Eric Goodman, English
Associate professors:
Mila Ganeva, GREAL
Charlotte Newman Goldy, history
James Hanges, comparative religion
Denise McCoskey, classics
Assistant professors:
Vitaly Chemetsky, GREAL
Erik Jenson, history
Kevin Osterloh, history
Sven-Erik Rose, French and Italian
Martha Schoolman, English
Benjamin Sutcliffe, GREAL
Instructor: Rachel Rachovitsky, GREAL
Visiting professor: Rachel Adelman, comparative religion

Journalism Program
201/202 Williams Hall, MSC 1039,
529-7525; fax 529-4516
Director: Richard Campbell
Assistant director: Cheryl Gibbs
Associate professors:
Cheryl Heckler
James Tobin
Assistant professor: Stephen Siff
Senior lecturer: Patricia Newberry
Clinical faculty:
Annie-Laurie Blair
Joseph Sampson
Visiting faculty:
Edward Amone
Sacha Bellman
Administrative assistant: Susan Coffin

Judicial Affairs — See Ethics and Student Conflict Resolution, Office of

Junior Scholars Program
301 S. Campus Ave
529-2531; fax 529-1498
Director: Robert Sefton Smith, professor, mathematics
Administrative assistant: Alexandra Rehn
Kinesiology and Health, Department of
106 Phillips Hall, MSC 1098, 529-2700; fax 529-5006
Chair: Helaine M. Alessio, professor
Professors: Reginald Fennell Mary McDonald Robin Vealey Robert Weinberg
Assistant dean for access and assessment services:
Amy Bliebet
Mark Chatman
Shamika Johnson
Conny Sidi Kazungu
Breanna Robinson
Elizabeth Rohlf
Kerry Thomas
Master administrative assistant: Kim Webb
Master program Assistant:
Teene Campbell
Gigi Day

107 Walter L. Gross, Jr. Family Student Athlete Development Center,
529-8005; fax 529-8009, MSC 1057

Coordinators/learning specialists for intercollegiate athletics:
Elysa Appel
Craig Bennett
Brad Horto

Learning, Teaching and University Assessment, Center for the Enhancement of, (CELTUA)
317 Laws Hall, MSC 1020, 529-9266; fax: 529-9984

Director: Cecilia Shore
Associate director; editor-in-chief, Journal on Excellence in College Teaching and Learning Communities Journal: Milton D. Cox
Assistant to the director: managing editor, Journal on Excellence in College Teaching and Learning Communities Journal: Gregg Wentzell
Administrative associate: Teresa Faber
Technical services specialist: Matthew Howell
Top25 project coordinator: Beverley Taylor
Top25 consultant: Marijoe Nadler
Top25/Assessment consultant: Beth Uhler

Liberal Education, Office of
313 Laws, 529-7135, fax 529-5033

Director for liberal education: John P. Tassoni professor, English
Administrative assistant: Talya Hearin

Libraries, University
225 King Library, MSC 1073, 529-2433; fax 529-3110

DEAN AND UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN:
Judith A. Sessions, professor
Head administrative services coordinator: Judy Buttery
Secretary: Judy Johnson
Supplies assistant: Brad Nicho

Library Technology
Director: Stan Brown
Server administrator: Andy Farler
Support specialists:
Michael Bomholt
Bonnie Fannin

Assistant dean for access and assessment services:
Belinda Barr, associate librarian

Assessment librarian: Jen-chien Yu, associate librarian

Access Services
Head: Rob Withers, associate librarian
Manager, access and administrative services: Kris Abney
Assistants:
Sandy Burwell
Susan Gray
Don Morner

Sheila Sparks
Monica Sweeney
Sean Yates
Tricia Zeiser

Interlibrary Loan
Coordinator: Sheila Sparks
Assistant: Monica Sweeney

Government Information and Law
Librarian: Jeff Hartsell-Gundy, assistant librarian
Assistant: Luke Aeschleman

Instructional Materials Center
Librarian: Amy Thorley, assistant librarian
Assistant: Marry Hubbard

Southwest Ohio Regional Depository, Middletown, 727-3474
Manager: Pam Lipscomb
Assistants:
James Beare
Tiffany Dogan
Elizabeth Housh

Assistant dean for collections and research services: Aaron Shrimplin, associate librarian

Librarians:
Jenny Presnell, associate librarian
Katie Gibson, assistant librarian
Ariane Hartsell-Gundy, assistant librarian
Andrew Revele, assistant librarian
Jen Waller, assistant librarian

Information Desk Assistant: Iba

Assistant dean for special libraries: Jerome Coney, associate librarian

Art and Architecture Library (MSC 1008)
Librarian: Stacy Nakamura Brinkman, assistant librarian
Assistant: Jessica Wray

Music Library (MSC 1087)
Librarian: Barry Zaslow, instructor
Assistants:
Laura Foley
Erin Peters

Science Library (MSC 1014)
Librarians:
Jim Clarke, assistant librarian
Ken Grabach, instructor
Susan Hurst, associate librarian
Kevin Messner, assistant librarian
Elizabeth Sullivan, assistant librarian

Assistants:
Denise Downing
Joan Jessie
Emily Liechty
John Williams

Special Projects Librarian: Jason Jackson, visiting assistant librarian

Assistant dean, technical services & special collections: Elizabeth Brice, assistant librarian

Technical Services
Librarians:
Jennifer Bazeley, assistant librarian
Karen Clift, instructor
Masha Misco, assistant librarian

Assistants:
Marlee Abney
Kay Alexander
Linda Estep
Susan Keyes
Carol Klumb
Jennifer Smith
Rosalind Spencer

Special Collections:
Special collections librarian: Kim Tully, assistant librarian
Preservation librarian: Ashley Jones, assistant librarian
Assistant: Jim Bricker

University Archives:
Archivist and university records manager: Robert Schmidt, assistant
library

Western College Archives:
Archivist: Jacqueline Johnson, instructor

Assistant dean for instruction and emerging technology: Lisa Santucci, associate librarian

Instruction and information literacy coordinator: Eric Resnis, associate librarian

First year experience librarian: Lindsay Miller, assistant librarian

Librarians:
Jason Paul Michel, assistant librarian
Kwabena Sekyere, assistant librarian

Computer and information services specialist: Rob Casson

Center for Information Management:
Manager: Andrew McDonnell

Center for Digital Scholarship:
Head: John Millard, associate librarian
Librarians:
Jody Perkins, associate librarian
Elias Tzoc, assistant librarian

Assistant:
Lori Chapin

Graduate Assistants
Adrienne Chudzinski, Special Collections
Jodi Craiglow, Center for Information Management
Rachel Day, Science
Brittany DelSignore, Special Collections
Jennifer Dickerson, Center for Information Management
Charity Dittman, Information Desk
Kyle Gaston, Circulation
Ryan Graham, Circulation
Beck Lewellen, Instructional Materials Ctr/Gov Info and Law
Vidy Ravi, Art/Arch
Adam Rensch, Center for Information Management
Allison Smith, Archives
Wei Wang, Science

Library Development: tba

REGIONAL CAMPUS LIBRARIES

Hamilton: Rentschler Library, MSC 2000, 785-3235
Director: Krista McDonald, assistant librarian
Assistant director: Mark Shores, assistant librarian
Librarians:
Kathleen Pickens-French, assistant librarian
Polly Whitaker, instructor

Library assistants:
Gayle Riley
Kim Taylor

Middletown: Gardner-Harvey Library, MSC 3000, 727-3221; 529-4836
Director: John Burke, associate librarian
Assistant director: Beth Tumbleson, assistant librarian
Librarian: Jessie Long, assistant librarian

Library assistants:
Chris Mull
Belinda Martindell

Lifelong Learning, Office of
127 McGuffey Hall, MSC 1030
529-8500; fax: 529-8608
Director: Cheryl Young
Assistant director: Lindsay Carpenter
Marketing manager: Kim Logsdon

Office staff:
Debbie Davidson, registration specialist
Donna Gouvan, office manager
Jessica Williamson, accounting technician
Judy Macke, ILR assistant

Mail Services — See Strategic Procurement, Department of

Management, Department of
3056 Farmer School of Business, MSC 1077,

529-4215; fax 529-2342
Chair: Byron J. Finch, professor

Professors:
David A. Cowan
Charles Crain, emeritus
John Douglas, emeritus
Robert M. Harp, emeritus
Timothy C. Krehbiel
Joseph W. Leonard, emeritus
Richard L. Luebbe, emeritus
John D. McNeill, emeritus
William E. Newman
Harold F. Puff, emeritus
Joshua L. Schwarz
B. Kay Snively, emeritus
William B. Snively, emeritus
Charles E. Watson, emeritus

Associate professors:
Megan M. Gerhardt
Xiaowen Huang
Rebecca A. Luzadis
Joseph C. Rode
David J. Walsh
Mark A. Wesolowski

Assistant professors:
Bryan Ashenbaum
Joseph W. Leonard, emeritus
Peng Wang

Clinical Faculty:
Rocco Manzo
Robert Rollins

Instructors:
Alpacino Beauchamp
Brian Clark
Linda Tibbetts
Brianne Waugh
Matthew Werner

Secretaries:
April Adams
Phyliss Bryant

Marcum Conference Center and Miami Inn — See Housing, Dining, Recreation and Business Services

Marketing, Department of
3057 Farmer Business School, MSC 1080, 529-3270; fax 529-1290
Chair: Robert Dahlstrom, professor

Professors:
Lisa Ellram, James Evans Rees Distinguished Professor of Distribution
John B. Gifford, emeritus
Timothy B. Heath, dean
Roger Jenkins, dean
H. Ralph Jones, emeritus
Jack Lesser, emeritus
Robert Myers, emeritus
Glenn Platt, director, Interactive Media Studies
Donald E. Saunders, Visiting Executive Professor
Martin Schwartz, emeritus
Edwin Simpson, emeritus
Thomas W. Speh, emeritus
Lynette S. Unger, emeritus
John Walton, emeritus

Associate professors:
Terri F. Barr
Maria Cronley
Timothy Greenlee
Michael McCarthy
Donald Norris

Assistant professors:
Linda S. Coley
James Coyle
Devon Delvecchio
Sanjay Puligadda
Brett Smith
Visiting instructors:
Joseph Brandabur
Dennis Caruso
Debbie Coleman
Janice Cox
Jim Friedman
Donald Hoffer
Pete Jack
Helen Koons
Janice Taylor
Administrative secretary: Rebecca Stephenson
Administrative assistants:
Nancy Mixell
Rebecca Stephenson, Highwire Brand Studio

Mathematics and Science Education, Evaluation and Assessment Center for
408 McGuffey Hall, MSC 1092, 529-1688; fax 529-2110
Director: Sarah Woodruff
Senior researcher and statistician: Yue Li
Research associates:
Hsin-Chih Kao
Kristen Morio
Jennifer Sutton
Administrative secretary: Martha Kinsey

Mathematics, Department of
123 Bachelor Hall, MSC 1082, 529-5818
Chair: Patrick Dowling, professor
Professors:
Dennis K. Burke
Beatriz D'Ambrosio
Tao Jiang
Paul Larson
Bruce Magurn
Zevi Miller
Daniel Pritikin
Beata Randrianantoanina, director, undergraduate studies
Narcisse Randrianantoanina
Mark A. Smith
Vladimir Tkatchouk, distinguished visiting professor
Doug Ward, director, graduate studies
Stephen Wright
Associate professors:
Reza Akhtar
Rajappa Astthagiri (M)
Olga Brezhneva, departmental adviser
Thomas A. Farmer
Suzanne Harper
Dennis Keeler
Jane Keiser
Ivonne Ortiz
David Sobecki (H)
Assistant professors:
Champike Attanayake (M)
Louis DeBiasio
Dana Cox
Daniel Farley
Ziqin Feng
Anna Ghazaryan
Tetsuya Ishii
Jae Woo Jeong (H)
Katherine Magurn
Vahagn Manukian (H)
Ozgur Martin
Nirmala Naresh
Lee Sanders, senior associate campus dean (H)

Santi Spadaro
Senior instructor: Mark de Saint-Rat (M)
Lecturers:
Paula Byrkeett
Kimberly Cain (H)
Instructors:
Laura Anderson
Kelly Brown (H)
Barbara Caudill (M)
Emily Emmons
Leah Gustin (M)
Laura Hoffman
Vicki Rohlfis (M)
Rob Seiver
Andrew Terpstra
Kent Thiemann
Josh Wagner
Graduate assistants:
Axel Brandt
Joshua Fitzgerald
Michael Hill
Katie Jones
Colby Keslar
Rachel Keyser
Bernard Knueven
Daniel Lukac
Peter McLarman
Matt Menickelly
Adam Meyers
Andrew Newman
Bayli Palmer
Abigail Richard
Andrew Sage
Jacob Shapiro
Jessica Smith
Sheng Wang
Derrek Yager
Fuji Zhang
Office staff:
Linda Ferriell
Sara Gambrell
Patricia Makaroff, coordinator, SUMSRI

Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, Department of
56 Engineering Building, MSC 1078, 529-0710; fax 529-0717
Chair: Timothy Cameron, professor
Assistant chair: Robert Setlock, clinical faculty
Professors:
Anna Dollár
Marek Dollár, dean
Osama Ettouney
Associate professors:
Michael Bailey-Van Kuren
B. Carter Hamilton
Fazeel Khan
Jeong-Hoi Koo
James Moller
Amit Shukla
Assistant professors:
Edgar Caraballo
Kumar Singh
Andrew Sommers
Visiting instructors:
James Haidet
Mostafa Modirrousta
Foster Stulen
James Van Kuren
Laboratory supervisor: Karl Reiff
Administrative assistant: Pam Messer

Miami Inn — See Housing, Dining, Recreation and
Dissertation scholars:
- Rachael Desmone
- Dipendra Gautam

Research assistants:
- Xinhua Cheng
- Jenna Dolhi
- Elizabeth French
- Dominika Jurkovic
- William Penwell
- Anand Prakash
- Rachel Pritchard
- Tomislav Ticak
- Daniel Zimbler

Science stores specialist:
- Gregory A. Hubbard

Animal caretakers:
- Roxanna Grimes
- Gary Roberts

Assistant to the Vice President: Cindy Osborne

Microbiology, Department of
32 Pearson Hall, MSC 1085, 529-5422; fax 529-2431
Chair: Luis A. Actis, professor
Assistant Chair: Joseph M. Carlin, professor
Professors:
- Luis A. Actis
- Jnanendra K. Bhattacharjee, emeritus
- Joseph M. Carlin
- Marjorie M. (Kelly) Cowan (M)
- Anne Morris Hooke, emerita
- Gary R. Janssen
- Ivan Kochan, emeritus
- Clarence K. Williamson, emeritus
- Mary E. Woodworth, senior associate provost, emerita

Associate professors:
- Mitchell F. Balish
- Eileen Bridge
- Marcia R. Lee
- John R. Stevenson

Assistant professors:
- Annette Bollmann
- Julia Brodt-Eppling (visiting) (M)
- Xiao-Wen Cheng
- Thomas Dawson (adjunct)
- Richard Edelman (adjunct)
- Donald J. Ferguson (H)
- Natosha L. Finley
- Iddo Friedberg
- John Karro (affiliate)
- Rachael Morgan-Kiss

Lecturers:
- Kelly Z. Abshire
- Rebecca S. Balish
- Deborah J. Phillips

Senior instructor: David B. Stroupe, emeritus

Visiting instructors:
- Wendy Davis-Hoover (H)
- Tsuneo Ferguson (H)

Laboratory technician: Xiaoyun Deng

Postdoctoral fellows:
- Steven Fiester
- John Neary

Teaching associates:
- Heather Beck
- Ryann Brzoska
- Tzvia Cuperman
- Steven Distelhorst
- Tyler Garretson
- David Ream
- Christopher Sedlacek
- Gloria Wada

Graduate assistants:
- Natalie Clines
- Nicole Marotta
- Emily Ohneck
- Amber Siebenaler

Miami University Foundation
Murstein Alumni Center, MSC 1132, 529-4029; fax 529-1466
Executive Director: Tom Herbert
University Foundation Administrative Officer: Mackenzie Becker Rice
Administrative Assistant: Jenny Cox

Miami University Community Federal Credit Union — See Credit Union

Executive Director: Mackenzie Becker Rice
University Foundation Administrative Officer: Mackenzie Becker Rice
Administrative Assistant: Jenny Cox

Administrative Assistant: Cindy Osborne

Middletown Campus
4200 N. University Blvd., MSC 3000, Middletown 45042
727-3200, 727-3308, 529-4936; fax 727-3451

Interim Dean: Jeanne Hey, professor, political science
Associate dean, academic affairs: Rob Schorman, associate professor, history

Regional associate dean of students: Bob Rusbosin

Associate dean: Cathy Bishop-Clark, professor, computer & information technology

Community liaison: Marjorie M. (Kelly) Cowan, professor, microbiology

Data support analyst: Denny Sundermeier

Grant development coordinator: Barbara Roberts

Senior budget director: Gary Steelman

Regional director of e-learning: Michael Judge

Assistant to the dean: Donna Hensley

Program associate: Kelli Bray

Record and Registration:
Regional registrar: (TBA)

Senior student services technicians:
- Amber Beal
- Ashlie Puckett
- Brenda Wilson

Applied Research Center:
Director: Robert Seufer
Assistant to the director: Darlene Campbell

Project analyst: Amy Walton

Research associate: Kaithlin Kubilius

Bookstore:
Manager: Daphne Eldridge
Sales clerks:
- Sherry Woolum
- Kimberly Zornes

Business Services:
Director: Steven Ulm

Program associates:
- Susan Bates
- Susan Cheek
- Carol Danner
- Jenny Haley
- Tracy Miller
- Diane Swartz

Center for Chemistry Education:
Director: (TBA)
Miami University
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Associate director: Lynn Hogue
Deputy associate director: Amy Stander
Assistant to director: Susan Gertz
Lab coordinator: Jackie Webster
Research associates: Joyce Feltz, Susan Hersberger, Heather Johnson, Catherine Miller, Carl Morgan, Steve Radabaugh, Thomas Schaffner, Anita Winkler
Center for Teaching & Learning Leadership Collaborative:
  John Burke, director, Gardner-Harvey Library
  Moira Casey, associate professor, English
  Brad Farr, IT services, voice of America learning center
  Lizz Howard, associate professor, computer and information technology
  Eric Luczaj, assistant professor, computer and information technology
  Susan Marine, associate professor, chemistry and biochemistry
  Angela Yesh, visiting professor, philosophy; academic advisor
  Ellenmarie Wahrrab, instructor, English; MUM curriculum coordinator

Computer facilities:
  Director: Lee Back
  Network manager: Teresa Newton
  Assistant network manager: Chris Stevens
  Educational technology coordinator: Andrea Han
  Program associate: Debra Boston

Corporate & Community Institute:
  Senior director: Patricia McNab
  Manager, corporate training: Robert Ashe
  Administrative assistants: Brandi Cornwall, Tina Crockett

Advancement & Alumni Relations:
  Director: TBA
  Program associate: Ruth Willis
  ENT senior technical services specialist: Donald E. Becker

Faculty support services:
  Administrative assistant, Tyra Day
  Senior administrative secretary, Sandi Sandlin
  Program associate Debbie Smith, BTE, ENT, & CIT
  Program assistant, Tammy Lewis

Finkelman auditorium, technical director: S. Michael McVey

Gardner-Harvey Library:
  Director: John Burke
  Assistant director: Beth Tumbelson
  Library Assistant: Belinda Martindell
  Library technician: Joanne Howard
  Public services librarian: Sarah Frye

Nursing Resource Center director: Donna P. Workman

Office of Community Engagement and Service:
  Executive Director and Faculty Development Coordinator: Eric Melbye
  Service Learning Coordinator: Mira Smith

Miami University Middletown downtown contact: Eric Melbye
Physical facilities:
  Director: Charles Mack
  Program associate: Pat Hunter

Public affairs, marketing:
  Director of public affairs: Jan Toennissen
  Director of marketing communications: Michael Williams
  Senior program assistant: Ruth Orth

Southwest Ohio Regional Depository:
  Manager: Pam Lipscomb
  Library storage technicians: James Beare, Elizabeth Hounshell

Student affairs:
  Regional associate dean of students: Bob Rusbosin
  Assistant dean: June B. Fening

Student activities:
  Interim director of athletics: Cheryl Miller
  Coordinator of student activities: (TBA)
  Coordinator for diverse student recruitment: Kevin Aldridge

Administrative assistant: Carol Caudill

Student services:
  Director: Tonia Hyllengren
  Coordinator of counseling and disability services: Nancy Ferguson
  Academic advisors:
    Donna Evans
    Mike Hieber
    Angela Yesh
  Administrative assistant: Regina Williams
  Graduate assistant: Erik Alanson
  Regional director of co-op/internship placement: Shelley Cassady
  Mathematics specialist: Amy McDiffett
  Reading/writing specialist: Mary Lynn Dille

Professors:
  Ayodele Abatan, engineering technology
  Catherine Bishop-Clark, computer and information technology
  Alan Bruce Cady, zoology
  Melvin Cohen, political science
  Larry E. Greeson, educational psychology
  David Hergert, engineering technology
  James M. Janik, zoology
  Jean M. Lynch, sociology and gerontology
  Arlyne M. Sarquis, chemistry and biochemistry
  Robin V. Sommer, business technology
  Robert Speckert, engineering technology
  John Tassoni, English
  Beth Dietz Uhler, psychology

Associate professors:
  Marilyn Anderson, nursing
  Helane Androne, English
  Rajappa K. Asthagiri, mathematics and statistics
  Susan Bain, business technology
  Garry Bowyer, physical education, health, and sport studies
  Carolyn Burger, nursing
  Babacar Camara, black world studies
  Dan Carroll, business technology
  Anne Carson, nursing
  Moira Casey, English
  Anthony J. Cooper, psychology
  Brian Domino, philosophy
  Paul Harding, zoology
  John Heyda, English
  Katherine Hieber, nursing
  Elizabeth Howard, computer and information technology
  Carolyn S. Keiffer, botany
  Theodore Light, chair, business technology
  Wenqi Liu, history
  Susan Marine, chemistry and biochemistry
  Carolyn Mason, nursing
  Eric Melbye, English
  Padmasiri Ranatunga, engineering technology
  Rob Schorman, history
  Robert Seufert, sociology and gerontology
  Jean Vanderbeek, nursing
  Paulette Worcester, nursing

Assistant professors:
  Champike Attanayake, mathematics and statistics
  Bernard Au, art
  Marianne Cotugno, English
  Diane Delisio, computer science & software engineering; chair, computer & information technology; coordinator, computer science & software engineering
  Nancy Kern-Manwaring, nursing
  Danielson Kisanga, geography
  Jerome Luczaj, computer and information technology
  Janet Marshall, chemistry and biochemistry
  Lawrence Richards, history
  Lou Squires, business technology
  Deborah Tibbs, nursing
  Amy Weeks, nursing
  Virginia Wickline, psychology
  Shannon Wilson, English

Visiting professors:
  Julia Brodt-Eppley, microbiology
Mary Jane Brown, English
Susan Eacker, history
Lisa Marling, English
Corinne Miller, English
Caryn Neumann, history
Gina Petonito, sociology, gerontology
Nizar Tayem, engineering technology
Sharon Zechkowski, communication

Senior instructors:
Tammy S. Allen, Spanish and Portuguese
David L. Ballard, communication
Mark de Saint-Rat, mathematics and statistics
Janet Hurn, physics

Instructors:
Benjamin Filla, business technology
Leah Gustin, mathematics and statistics
Michael R. Heiber, art
Susan Joyce, music
Amy Keen, Spanish and Portuguese
S. Michael McVey, theatre
Thomas Mobley, business technology
Lillian Newlin, teacher education
Anthony Rose, computer and information technology
Elenmarie Wahlrab, English

Visiting instructors:
Barbara Caudill, mathematics and statistics
Robert Elkin, geology & environmental earth science
David Ericson, mathematics and statistics
Donna Evans, computer and information technology
Carole Ganim, English
Judith Ganshels, English
Laurel Gilbert, English
Victoria Rohls, mathematics and statistics
Janet Sauter, communication
Angela Yesh, philosophy

Lecturers:
Janice Kinghorn, economics
James R. McCutcheon, music
Jennifer Mysona, teacher education
Howard Vail, chemistry and biochemistry

Minority Affairs — See Diversity Affairs, Office of

Museums
ANTHROPOLOGY MUSEUM
180 Upham Hall, MSC 1007, 529-8399
Director: Ronald H. Spielbauer, associate professor, anthropology

ART MUSEUM
801 S. Patterson Ave., MSC 1011
529-2232; fax 529-6555
Director: Robert S. Wicks, professor, art
Curator, collections: Jason Shaiman
Curator, education: Cynthia C. Collins
Museum registrar: Laura Henderson
Preparator: Mark DeGennaro
Director, audience development: Kelly Wilson
Program associate: Sue Gambrell

ROBERT A. HEFNER ZOOLOGY MUSEUM
100 Upham Hall, MSC 1137, 529-4617
Director: Donald G. Kaufman

KARL E. LIMPER GEOLOGY MUSEUM
8 Shideler Hall, MSC 1048, 529-3220
Director: Kendall Hauer

McGUFFEY MUSEUM
410 E. Spring St., MSC 1083, 529-8380
Curator: Stephen C. Gordon
Volunteer Chair: Jenny Presnell
Miami University
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Daniel Kucner
May Yeeng Carolyn Lo
Samuel McDonald
Thomas McDonald
Kate McDonough
Dorian Mohar
Sarah Parker
Ryan Perez-Carillo
Luke Tyler
Adam Wheeler
Christina William-Chenes
Jonathan Woodhams
Administrative assistants:
Kathy Mohylsky
Barbara Wright

Myamia Project
200 Bonham House
529-5648; fax 529-9234
Director: Daryl Baldwin
Assistant Director/ Education Specialist: George Ironstrack
Media Specialist: Andrew Strack
Program associate: Elise Brauckmann

Naval Science — See ROTC

New Student Programs, Office of
213 Warfield Hall, MSC 1110
529-9771; fax 529-1846
Director: Elizabeth Buffy Stoll
Assistant director: Kathy Jicinsky

News and Public Information Office — See University Communications

Nursing, Department of
Hamilton: 152 University Hall, MSC 2000,
785-7752; fax 785-7767
Middletown: 205 Thesken Hall, MSC 3000,
727-3266; fax 727-3466
Chair, director: Paulette Worcester, associate professor
Assistant chair: Marilyn Anderson, associate professor (M)
Professor: Joan Fopma-Loy (H)
Associate professors:
Carol Bashford (H)
Carolyn Burger (M)
Anne Carson (M)
Kathleen Haubrich (H)
Katherine Hieber (M)
Peggy Jones-Walton (H)
Carolyn Mason (M)
Janet Teets (H)
Jean Vanderbeek (M)
Assistant professors:
Deborah Beyer (H)
Brooke Flinders (H)
Paula Harrison (H)
Nancy Kern-Manwaring (M)
Deborah Steverson (H)
Deborah Tibbs (M)
Amy Weeks (M)
Brenda Young (H)
Nursing Tutor: Suzanne Stricklin (H,M)
Clinical placement coordinator: Ruth Keaty (H,M)
Directors of the Nursing Resource Centers:
Susan Reams (H)
Donna Polk Workman (M)
Secretaries:
Lori Reigelserger (M)
Saundra Smith (H)

OARS — See Research and Scholarship, Office for the
Advancement of

Off Campus Affairs and Miami Tribe Relations Office
200 Bonham House
529-2268; fax 529-9234
Coordinator: Bobbe Burke
Program associate: Elise Brauckmann

Office Supply Room — See Strategic Procurement, Department of

Orientation — See New Student Programs

Paper Science and Engineering Foundation
64B Engineering Building, MSC 1093,
529-0780; fax 529-0761
Executive director: Todd Downey
Business coordinator: Candace Crist

Parking and Transportation — See Police, University

Payroll Office — See Controller, Office of the

Performing Arts Series
102 Hall Auditorium, MSC 1096,
529-6333; fax 529-5482
Director: Patti Hannon Liberatore
Assistant director: David Sheldrick
Administrative assistant: Pate Rudolph

Personnel, Academic — See Provost

Personnel and Benefit Services — See Human Resources

Philosophy, Department of
212 Hall Auditorium, MSC 1097,
529-2440; fax 529-4731
Chair: William R. McKenna, professor
Professors:
Michael Goldman, emeritus
G. Stanley Kane, emeritus
Richard Momeyer
S. S. Rama Rao Pappu
Associate professors:
Brian Domino (M)
James Kelly (H)
Elaine Miller
Peter M. Schullier
Asher Seidel
Emily Zakin
Assistant professors:
Pascal Massie
Gaile Pohlhaus
Visiting professors: Keith Fennen
Instructor: Angela Yesh
Graduate assistants:
Jonathan Barker
Shanri Chu
Katie Heyboer
Anna Johnson
Jason Rosenberg
Christine Wieseler
Graduate students:
Daniel Cole
Rachel Siciliano
Senior administrative secretary: Victoria Egbert
Physical Education, Health, and Sport Studies — See Kinesiology and Health

Physical Facilities Department
Cole Service Building, MSC 1099, 529-7000; fax 529-1732
Operations Center, service desk: 529-6111

Associate vice president, facilities, planning and operations:
Cody J. Powell, P.E.
Administrative assistant: Julie Schlichter
Program associate: Cyndy Dykes
Director, information systems services: Paul DiBenedetto
Director, PFD business services: Sheila Barger
Director, sustainability & energy conservation: Yvette Kline

Facilities safety coordinator: Keith Lanning

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
Director: Greg Vaughn
Administrative assistant: Toni Schwab
Senior program assistant: Shelli Walton
Senior operations manager, custodial: Don Reed
District custodial managers:
Mike Brown
Kevin Cole
Vi Fields
Tom Jessie, Sr.
Kathy Parrett
Earl Stanley
David Wiseman

Senior operations manager, trucking & fleet services: Clarence Blevins
Recycling coordinator: Janice Cantrell
Special events manager: Brad Clark
Senior operations manager, grounds: Jeff Prater
Assistant manager, grounds: Danny Bertsch

Grounds supervisor: Matt Hughes
Arborist: Fred Rader

Horticulturists:
Jason Carter
Dan Garber
Brian Gutzwiller
Bill Zehler

BUILDING MAINTENANCE
Director: Jeremy Davis
Program associate: Val Cobb

Mechanical/Electrical trades, assistant managers:
Brian Schwegman, electric
Robert Humphrey, electronics
Dustin Hill, HVAC

Jeff Liming, plumbing
Multi-trades, assistant managers:
Larry Head
David Merriman

Master sign crafter: Larry Beer, 529-7039
Area shops, assistant manager: Phil Bowling

FACILITIES OPERATIONS CENTER
Director: Sandra Mohr
CMMS specialist/customer services coordinator: Keith Buckley
Access control technician: Peggy Beckett

Customer services coordinators:
Dino Alcorn
Gary Hetterich
Marilyn Revelee
Mike Seebock

FACILITIES CENTRAL STORES
Director: Sandra Mohr
Manager: Tim Reeves

Customer services coordinators:
Bonnie Crabtree
Brian Turner

Delivery assistant: Leslie Herbst

PLANNING, ARCHITECTURE & ENGINEERING

Director: John Seibert
Campus Planner: Randy Stephens
Administrative assistant: Timberly Revelee
Senior program assistant: Angela Barker
Senior project architect/manager:
Connie McCarthy

Project architects/managers:
Robert Bell
Howard Bradley
Mike Creager (limited scope projects)
Richard Russell

Project manager: Ted Christian
Kreger Hall project manager: Jack Williams

Construction administrators:
David Finke
Larry Davidson

Landscape architect/designer: Vincent Cirrito
Interior design/space planner: Mike Smith
Planning and design manager: Robert Keller

Project engineer: Scott Rein
Electrical engineer: Dan Patterson

Project manager/mechanical engineer: Kami Archibald

Engineering designer: Richard J. Costello

ENERGY SYSTEMS
Director: Doug Hammerle, P.E.

Energy management engineer: Tony Ferraro
Electrical systems operations manager: Scott Lessing
Building automation systems engineer: Jeff Wyatt

Master air quality technicians – BAS:
Scott Evans
Ryan Turner

Manager, utility enterprise: Mark Lawrence
Steam plant, assistant manager: Eugene Rader
Maintenance supervisor: Jamie Roy

HAMILTON CAMPUS PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Director: Scott Brown

MIDDLETOWN CAMPUS PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Director: Charles Mack
Program associate: Patricia Hunter

Physics, Department of
133 Culler Hall, MSC 1100, 529-5625; fax 529-5629

Chair: Herbert Jaeger

Professors:
Paul L. DeVries
T. William Houk
Herbert Jaeger
William H. Rauckhorst, emeritus
Perry R. Rice
Beverley A. P. Taylor (H)
Jan Yarrison-Rice

Emeriti professors:
George Arfken, emeritus
James Garland, emeritus
Glenn M. Julian, emeritus
Donald C. Kelly, emeritus
James E. Poth, emeritus
Paul D. Scholten, emeritus
Richard C. Walker, emeritus
William E. Wells, emeritus

Associate professors:
Stephen G. Alexander
Samir Bali
Burcin Bayram
Jennifer Blue
Christopher R. Church
James Clemens
S. Douglas Maroun
Paul Kenji Urayama

Assistant professors: Khalid Eid
Visiting professors:
  Mario Freamat
Lecturer: Christopher P. Beer
Instructors:
  Daniel R. Beck (O & H)
  Thomas C. Schroeder
Senior instructor: Janet Hurn (M)
Visiting lecturers:
  Christopher Bailey (H)
  Richard Drewes (H)
  Lee Widmer (H)
  Sarah Heath (M)
  Mike Jernigan (M)
  Dwight J. Portman (M)
Graduate assistants:
  Jason Barkeloo
  Diane Beamer
  Tyler Brest
  Zachariah P. Callahan
  Diana Dahliah
  Amanda Day
  Thomas Harp
  Andrew Hesselbrock
  Alison Huff
  Andrew Jacobs
  Thomas M. Jenkins
  Jayamathi Kangara
  Max Kennett
  Zachary Long
  Andrew Makepeace
  Valery (Marcel) Nguemaha
  Oleg Popov
  Daniel Stanley
  Robert D. Tolley
  Bradley Worth
Administrative assistant: Teresa Kolb
Senior program assistant: Judy Eaton
Director of instructional lab: Mark Fisher

**Police, University**

Police Services Center, MSC 1131, 4945 Oxford Trenton Rd.
Administration: 529-2223; fax 529-1547
Dispatch 24/7: 529-2222
Chief of Police: John M. McCandless
Assistant to the Chief: Lori Minges
Patrol Lieutenant: Lt. Steve Van Winkle
Administrative Lieutenant: Lt. Ben Spilman
Patrol Sergeants:
  Sg. Don Delph
  Sg. Susan Tobergte
  Sg. Andy Rosenberger
  Sg. Scott Smith
  Sg. Jerry Yates
Criminal Investigations:
  Detective Sgt. Jim Bechtolt
  Detective Walt Schneider
Detective Dustin Young
Officers:
  Ptl. Aaron Baker
  Ptl. Sharon Burkett
  Ptl. Donald Fox
  Ptl. Steve Gagle
  Ptl. Michelle Hercules
  Ptl. Keith Hibbard
  Ptl. Brian Hyllengren
  Ptl. Thomas Lampl
  Ptl. Thad Persinger
  Ptl. Steve Truitt
  Ptl. Greg Van Winkle
  Ptl. David Young
  Ptl. Jay Young

**Political Science, Department of**

218 Harrison Hall, MSC 1102, 529-2000; fax 529-1709
Interim Chair: Patrick J. Haney, professor
Professors:
  Ryan J. Barilleaux
  Clyde Brown
  Mel Cohen (M)
  Reo M. Christenson, emeritus
  Cyril K. Daddieh
  Adeed Dawisha
  Karen Dawisha, director, Havighurst Center for Russian and Post-Soviet Studies
  Steven M. DeLue
  Alan S. Engel, emeritus
  W. Robert Gump, emeritus
  Daniel E. Hall (H)
  William A. Hazleton, emeritus
  William D. Jackson, emeritus
  Dan N. Jacobs Jr., emeritus
  Augustus J. Jones Jr.
  Susan Ann Kay, emeritus
  Thierry Leterre, dean, Dolibois European Center, Luxembourg
  Bryan W. Marshall, assistant chair, chief departmental adviser
  Warren L. Mason, emeritus
  Laura J. Neack, director, graduate studies
  John M. Rothgeb Jr.
  Philip A. Russo Jr., director, Center for Public Manage./Regional Affairs
  Abdoulaye Saine
  Douglas H. Shumavon, emeritus
  Herbert Waltzer, emeritus
  James R. Woodworth, emeritus
Associate professors:
  Walter Arnold
  Brian F. Danoff
Miami University
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Venelin I. Ganev
Guinaz Sharafutdinova
Walter Vanderbush
Assistant professors:
Anne E. Baker
Randall S. Davis
John P. Forren (H)
Rebecca J. Oliver
Monica C. Schneider
Visiting assistant professors:
Riad A. Altar
Mark H. Morris
John P. Todsen
Lecturers:
Christopher S. Kelley
Melanie M. Marlowe
Adjunct faculty: Matthew H. Wahlert
Graduate assistants:
Matthew K. Austin
Rebekah A. Berry
Kateryna Botsu
Tyler S. Gilligan
Sara A. Haas
Marc A. Hagel
Alexander Z. Montgomery
Queenstar Ocansey
Brett M. Pendleton
Tyler G. Sinclair
Christopher W. Smith
Levar L. Smith
Senior program assistants:
Betsy L. Burger
Cheryl A. Chafi
3/14/2013
HAVIGHURST CENTER FOR RUSSIAN AND POST-SOVIET STUDIES
Director: Karen Dawisha, professor, political science
Program coordinator: Lynn Stevens
Graduate assistant: James Nealy
3/14/2013
Portuguese — See Spanish and Portuguese

Pre-Law Program
159 Upham, 529-6029; fax 529-5026
Director: Yvette R. Simpson, Esq; adjunct instructor, political science

President, Office of the
210 Roudebush Hall, MSC 1103,
529-2345; fax 529-9595
President: David C. Hodge, professor, geography
Executive assistant to the president; secretary to the board of trustees:
Theodore O. Pickerill
General counsel: Robin L. Parker
Associate vice president for institutional diversity: Ronald B. Scott,
associate professor, communication
Assistant to the president: Deborah A. Mason
Assistant to the president for event planning: Kathleen M. Squance
Administrative assistants:
Sheila Theobald
Amy Wentzell

Project Discovery — See The Discovery Center

Project Dragonfly
13 Peabody Hall, MSC 1065,
529-8576; fax 529-8574
Project director: Chris Myers, professor, zoology
Director of science: Hays Cummins, professor, geography
Director of learning media: Lynne Born Myers
Director of communication and research: Jamie Bercaw Anzano
Assistant director, Earth Expeditions: Jill Korach
Assistant director and instructor, master’s programs: José Pareja
Senior web programmer/developer: Rich Lewis
Web designer: Paul Sonoda
Research assistant: Christina Funk
Graduate assistants:
Bernard Kitheka
Jonathan Lee
Program associate: Deborah Shelley
Program assistant: Constance Malone
Undergraduate student assistants:
Chris Edester
Karen Gotter
Samantha Sonoda

Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
209 Roudebush Hall, MSC 1105,
529-6721; fax 529-8003
Provost and executive vice president for academic affairs:
Conrado “Bobby” Gempesaw, professor, economics
Associate provost and associate vice president for academic affairs:
Raymond Gorman, professor, finance
Associate provost:
Michael E. Dantley, associate provost and associate vice president
for academic affairs; professor, educational leadership
Richard Pettitt, associate librarian
Interim associate provost and dean, graduate school, James T. Oris
Assistant provost for personnel: Janet L. Cox
Assistants to the provost:
Kathie Bradbury
Lucille Hautau
Cheryl Newton
Program associate: Marcia Weller
Academic personnel services (MSC 1001):
Director: Janet L. Cox
Assistant director: Celia M. Ellison
Coordinator of personnel systems:
Janet Elliott
Personnel technicians:
Charlene Kelley
Carrie Ledford
Angeline Mann
Katrina Potter

Psychology, Department of
100 Psychology Bldg., MSC 1106,
529-2400; fax 529-2420
Chair: Leonard G. Mark, professor
Professors:
Stephen D. Berry
Beth Dietz-Uhler (M)
Larry M. Leitner
Allen McConnell
Arthur G. Miller, emeritus
Allan J. Pantle, emeritus
Garold L. Stasser
Christopher Wolfe, director, brain and cognitive science program
Margaret O’Dougherty Wright, director, clinical psychology program
Associate professors:
Mia Biran, emeritus
Robert Bornstein, emeritus
Amanda Diekman, director, social psychology program
Yvette Harris
Terri Messman-Moore
Lynn Olzak
Joseph Palladino, professor in residence
Peter Simson
Kurt Hugenberg, associate professor, graduate studies
Heather Claypool
Robin Thomas
David Waller
Assistant professors:
Michelle Abraham (H)
Eynav Accortt (M)

3/29/13
Clifford Evans (visiting)
Paul D. Flaspohler, pre-clinical advisor
Joseph Johnson
Elizabeth Kiel, pre-clinical advisor
David Knight, (visiting)
Aaron Luebbe
Barbara Oswald (visiting)
Kristina Peterson (visiting)
Jennifer Quinn
Vaishali Raval
Julie Rubin, psychology clinic associates professors
Leonard Jay Smart
Amy Summerville
Clinical faculty: Jennifer Green
Lecturers:
Brooke Spangler
Peter Wessels, chief department advisor
Carrie Hall, associate chief department advisor
Research scholar: Susanne Abele
Dissertation scholar: Christopher Chartier
Teaching associates:
Emily Clark
Rebecca Ezechukwu
Loren Hoffmann
Isaiah Jones
Gregory Koop
Milena Petrovic
Amanda Tolbert
John Paul Wilson
Graduate assistants:
Lucy Allbaugh
Christopher Beeman
Aimee Belanger
Jennifer Braun
Ryan Brunton
Joshua Buchanan
Krista Carlson
Elizabeth Cedillos
Joseph Cicchese
Henry Cook, IV
Suchi Daga
Shruti Dasgupta
Christopher Fisher
Lauren Fessner
Matthew Groebe
Vanessa Harris
Katherine Hayes
Congjing Hou
Alexandra Hummel
Hideaki Imai
Yuliya Kaplinska
Daniel Kochli
Mary Munroe
Jamie Pierson
Julie Freno
Laurence Richard
Valarie Schroeder
Pinta See
Tonya Shoda
Hayley Skulborstad
Tyler Thrash
Vanessa Watts
Colin Widmer
Li Zhou
Xiaolei Zhou
Research assistants:
Mia Steinberg
Evan Bristow
Doctoral associate: Noga Zerubavel
Clinical traineeships:
Stephen Becker
Emily Bendikas
Rachel Chandley
Raven Cuellar
Jonathan Fishman
Susan Folger
Joel Gaffney
Anna Hung
Julia Lonoff
Anusha Natarajan
Stacey Raj
Emily Reese
Jeffrey Schweitzer
August J. Scolo
Larissa Setlmann
Carolyn Shainheit
Predoctoral clinical internships:
Kathryn Conaway
Dana E. Crawford
Jacob Goldsmith
Angela Ledgerwood
Hugo Schieke
Angela Volz
Continuing students:
Michael Kramer
Anthony Pavlo
Brendan Smith
Karin Vanderzee
Assistant to the chair: Kristen Zomchek
Program associate, school-based mental health: Amy Wilm
Program associate, undergraduate program: Christina Heinrich
Senior program assistant, graduate program: Pamela Turner
Senior program assistant, psychology clinic Janie Schuppie

Public Management and Regional Affairs, Center for
2 Harrison Hall, MSC 1102,
529-6959; fax 529-6939
Assistant professors: Dr. Philip A. Russo, professor, political science
Senior project managers:
Dr. Andrew M. Dudas
Lori B. Libby
Dr. Mark H. Morris
Research associates: Michael A. Pavloff
Undergraduate research Assistant: Heath R. Ingram

Purchasing — See Strategic Procurement, Department of
Recreational Sports, Office of— See Housing, Dining, Recreation and Business Services

Registrar, Office of the
110 Campus Avenue Building, MSC 1109, 529-8703; fax 529-8755
University registrar: David Sauter
Senior associate registrar: Becky Jolly
Associate registrar: Carol Jones
Assistant registrar: Amanda Euen
Technology and data specialist: Tim Kuykendoll
DARS encoder: Becky Sander
DARS applications programmer: Tyron Cohill
Assistant director of business processes imaging and Residency Officer: Deb Othersen
Ohio Transfer Initiative and workflow analyst: Beth Bowden
Assistant director of scheduling, classroom management, and space analysis: Marsha Walters
Office staff:
Linda Bruns
Joan Curp
Mike Douglass
Vanessa Gordon
Karen Hannon
Cynthia Henry
Stefanie Martin
Lora McCargish
Carey McVey
Heidi Neace
Stephanie Parker
Organizational Unit Directory

Research and Scholarship, Office for the Advancement of (OARS)

102 Routledge Hall, MSC 1049, 529-3600; fax: 529-3762

Associate provost for research and dean of the Graduate School: Bruce J. Cochrane
Associate dean for research and scholarship: James T. Orlis
Assistant directors for research and scholarship:
- Helen G. Kiss, information coordinator
- Tricia Callahan
- Anne Schauer
Research compliance officer: Neal Sullivan
Undergraduate Research Director: Martha E. Weber
Master administrative assistant: Terri Brosius
Administrative assistant: Rachel Pfeiffer

Residence Life

211 Warfield Hall
529-4000; fax 529-1846

Assistant professors: Gerald Olson
Associate directors:
- Rob Abowitz
- TBD
Coordinators:
- Matt Crouse
- Tim Staples
- Victoria Suttmiller
- Grant Walters
- Jamie Workman
Living Learning Communities: Vicka Bell-Robinson
Academic Advising: Rosalind Mason
Sr. Secretary: Dottie Tompkins
Program Associate: Becky Heftel

ROTC

AIR FORCE ROTC
50 Millett Hall, MSC 1005, 529-2031; fax 529-1663
Commander: Col. Clark A. Kelly, professor, aerospace studies
Assistant professors:
- Capt. Trisha M. Loede
- Capt. Sara A. Odom
Administrative staff:
- Tech. Sgt. Christopher J. Obermeyer
- Staff Sgt. Jessie Q. Scott
Master administrative assistant: Dianne M.S. Halcomb

NAVAL ROTC
67 Millett Hall
529-3700; fax 529-4292
Commanding officer: Col. Patrick J. Malay, professor, USMC, Naval science
Executive officer: Commander Douglas J. Adkisson, USN, associate professor, Naval science
Assistant professors:
- Capt. Joleen Young, USMC
- Lt. Katie Culic, USN
- Lt. Ryan Bush, USN
- Lt. Michelle Calarus, USN
Assistant instructor: GySgt. Francisco J. Corona, USMC
Supply officer: Mike McGuire
Administrative assistants:
- Paula M. Simmons
- Katie Lynn Bailey

Russian — See German, Russian, and East Asian Languages

Scripps Foundation and Gerontology Center

396 Upham Hall, MSC 1113, 529-2914; fax 529-1476

Director: Suzanne R. Kunkel
Associate director for finance and operations: Cheryl Johnson
Coordinator, academic programming: Kathryn Myles Watson
Research dissemination and communications coordinator: Matthew Cable
Ohio Long-Term Care Research Project Director: Robert Applebaum
Senior research scholars:
- Shahla Mehdizadeh
- Jane Karnes Straker
Senior researchers:
- A. John Baier
- Bill Ciferri
- Cary Kart
Senior research associate: Ian Matt Nelson
Research associates:
- Elizabeth Carpio
- Karl Chow
- Patricia Faust
- Elizabeth Lokon
Scripps research fellows:
- Helaine Alessio, professor, kinesiology and health
- Robert Applebaum, professor, sociology and gerontology
- A. John Baier, distinguished professor, mathematics and statistics
- William P. Berg, associate professor, kinesiology and health
- John Bowblis, assistant professor, economics
- J. Scott Brown, associate professor, sociology and gerontology
- Jennifer Bulanda, assistant professor, sociology and gerontology
- Kate de Medeiros, assistant professor, sociology and gerontology
- Heidi Ewen, assistant professor, sociology and gerontology
- Valeria Freysinger, associate professor, kinesiology and health
- Kathleen Hutchinson, professor, speech pathology and audiology
- Jennifer Kinney, professor, sociology and gerontology
- Kathryn McGrew, associate professor, sociology and gerontology
- Sherrill Sellers, associate professor, family studies and social work
- Janardan Subedi, professor, sociology and gerontology
Administrative assistant: Arlene Nichol
Senior program assistant: Jerrolynn Benner
Program assistant: Lisa Grant
07/01/2012

Service-Learning and Civic Leadership — See Community Engagement and Service

Shriver Center — See Housing, Dining, Recreation and Business Services

Sociology and Gerontology, Department of

375 Upham Hall, MSC 1118, 529-2628; fax 529-8525
Chair: Jean M. Lynch, professor
Professors:
- Robert Applebaum, director, graduate studies
- Robert C. Atchley, emeritus
- Sheilla J. Atchley, emerita
- Margaret Barrier, emerita
- Rodney D. Coates
- Lisa Groger, emerita
- C. Lee Harrington
- Margaret P. Jendrek, chief departmental adviser, sociology
- Jennifer M. Kinney, chief departmental adviser, gerontology
- Suzanne R. Kunkel
- Kay P. Phillips, emerita
- Robert C. Sherwin, emeritus
- Jon Subedi
- Sree Subedi (H)
- Theodore C. Wagenaar
Associate professors:
- Mark A. Christian (H)
- William C. Flint
- Othello Harris

Directory

Miami University

3/29/13
Kathryn B. McGrew
Gina Petonito (visiting)
Robert L. Seufert (M)

Assistant professors:
Fauzia Ahmed
J. Scott Brown
Jennifer Bulanda
Ronald Bulanda
Heidi Ewen
Stephen Lippmann
Glenn Muschert
Anthony Piquero
Bradford L. Simcock, emeritus
Jiexia Zhai

Doctoral Assistant, gerontology:
Denise Brothers
Pamela Brown
Adrienne Cohen
Malinda Deacon
Emily Fenster
Oliver Hautz
Jiayin Liang
Lydia Manning
Jacquelyn Manning-Dantis
Jan Montague
Toniann Motta
Samuel Mwangi
Xi Pan
Annie Rahman
Maricruz Rivera
Emily Robbins
Takashi Yamashita

Graduate assistants, gerontology:
Anthony Bardo
Tirth Bhatta
Elizabeth Carpio
Jasleen Chahal
Adam Cisler
Rebecca Hart
Megan Imka
Lauren Jackson
Kate Lindabury
Kimberly Linde
Philip Sauer

Administrative assistant: Debbie Gardner
Program assistant: Andrea Parks

Spanish and Portuguese, Department of
268 Irvin Hall, MSC 1119,
529-4500; fax 529-1807
Chair, Shelley Jarrett Bromberg

Professors:
Darcy Donahue
Charles V. Ganelin
Patricia N. Klingenberg
Kenneth J. Wireback, assistant chair and chief departmental adviser

Associate professors:
María Auxiliadora Álvarez
José Domínguez-Búrdalo
Marisol del-Teso-Craviotto
Raúl Ianes
Paula Gándara
Shelly Jarrett-Bromberg (H)

Assistant professors:
Kerry Hegarty
Eva Rodríguez González

Visiting professors:
Beatriz Celaya-Carrillo
Ana María Díaz-Burgos
Karen Dollinger
Valerie Wilhite

Senior instructor: Tammy Allen (M)

Lecturers:
Tiffany Belka
Jill Gomez (H)
Katie Fowler-Córdova
Leah Henson
Tamise Ironstrack
David Motta
Nohealia Rojas-Miesse

Instructors:
Amy Danner (H)
Virginia DeVito
Susan Dyson (VOA)
Heather Harper
Andrew Herrick
Maria Christina Humita
Megan Kuykendoll
Jeannette Lefevors (M)
Marylene Lux
Meredith Massey
Jillian Muñoz
Sharon Palatchi (M)
Zimry Rios
Ricardo Sosa
Julie Szucs
Emily Tobey
Katherine Townsend (M)
Lauren Whitmer

Speech Pathology and Audiology, Department of
2 Bachelor Hall, MSC 1120,
529-2500; fax 529-2502
Chair: Kathleen Hutchinson Marron, professor
Faculty:
Susan Baker Brehm, graduate student director
Amber D. Franklin
Renee Gottliebson
Albert Hahn (Chip)
Emily Hasselbeck
Alice Kahn
Laura Kelly
Kelly Knollman-Porter
Susan Reich
Donna Scarborough
Cheryl M. Stewart
Geralyn Timler
Barbara Weinrich
Lisa Williamson

Staff:
Deborah Ferriell
Lisa Starr
Charles Swank, III
Connie Szymczak

Graduate assistants:
Amelia Bergmann
Brooke Bonner
Samantha Bowyer
Ann Dillard
Elizabeth DiLoreto
Hannah Eppley
Meredith Grant
Amanda Kuhn
Amanda Lanham
Erin Loxley
Kelsey Mallon
Katie Melone
Ashley Molitka
Lauren Polster
Melanie Reynolds
Lana Schrock
Laura Schwietering
Brittany Sproat
Samantha Steiner
Amanda Thalhammer

Administrative assistant: Ken Adams

Staff:
Deborah Ferriell
Lisa Starr
Charles Swank, III
Connie Szymczak

Graduate assistants:
Amelia Bergmann
Brooke Bonner
Samantha Bowyer
Ann Dillard
Elizabeth DiLoreto
Hannah Eppley
Meredith Grant
Amanda Kuhn
Amanda Lanham
Erin Loxley
Kelsey Mallon
Katie Melone
Ashley Molitka
Lauren Polster
Melanie Reynolds
Lana Schrock
Laura Schwietering
Brittany Sproat
Samantha Steiner
Amanda Thalhammer

Administrative assistant: Ken Adams

Staff:
Deborah Ferriell
Lisa Starr
Charles Swank, III
Connie Szymczak

Graduate assistants:
Amelia Bergmann
Brooke Bonner
Samantha Bowyer
Ann Dillard
Elizabeth DiLoreto
Hannah Eppley
Meredith Grant
Amanda Kuhn
Amanda Lanham
Erin Loxley
Kelsey Mallon
Katie Melone
Ashley Molitka
Lauren Polster
Melanie Reynolds
Lana Schrock
Laura Schwietering
Brittany Sproat
Samantha Steiner
Amanda Thalhammer
Statistics, Department of
311 Upham Hall, MSC 1150, 529-7828
Chair: A. John Bailer, distinguished professor
Professors:
Charles Dunn, chief departmental adviser
Robert L. Schaefer
Vasant Waikar
Stephen Wright
Associate professors:
Robert Davis (H)
David Groggel, director, graduate studies
Emily Murphree
Assistant professors:
Douglas Noe
Byran Smucker
Jing Zhang
Instructors:
Catherine Cerone (H)
Jesse Cunningham
Lynette Hudiburgh
Michael Hughes, manager, Statistical Consulting Center
Andrew Liljestrand (H)
Graduate assistants:
Traci Blonquist
Nathan Drew
Rachael Gilbert
Guixia Huang
Nitija Kharel
Swathi Marisetti
Kelly Mathews
Ankit Mathur
Jacob Mauch
Pradnya Patil
Wei Wang
Kelsey Warsinske
Jennifer Webb
Andrew Liljestrand (H)

Stewardship and Donor Relations, Office of
Murstein Alumni Center, MSC 1132, 529-5211; fax 529-1466
Assistant professors: Heather Kaufman
Associate Assistant professors: DeVona Miller
Climber Guest Lodge, Manager: Brent Johnson
Simpson-Shade Guest House, Hostess: Ginny Lewis

Strategic Procurement, Department of
102 Bonham House, MSC 1107
Senior director: William G. Shawver
 PURCHASING
102 Bonham House, 529-9200; fax 529-9201
Senior director: William G. Shawver
Procurement Staff:
Robert Baier
Richard A. Pratt
David Wiart
Strategic procurement analyst: Wren Hanson
Data Analyst: Steve White

FACILITIES CONTRACTING
181 Cole Service Building, MSC 1076, 529-2801; fax 529-6846
Director: Elizabeth Davidson
Administrator: Terrance Ponder

Student Activities and Leadership, Office of
356 Shriver Center, MSC 1121, 529-2266; fax 529-1504
Assistant professors: Katie Wilson
Assistant director: Vanessa Braun
Assistant director: J.S. Bragg
Graduate assistants:
Danielle Reid
Eric Gudmundson
Administrative assistant: Carolyn Seals

Student Affairs, Vice President for
110 Warfield Hall, MSC 1122, 529-4631; fax 529-3445
Vice president for student affairs: Barbara Jones
Administrative associate: Kim Sens
Assistant to the vice president for parent programs and divisional initiatives:
Kristine E. Stewart
Assistant Budget and Technology: VACANT

ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT AND DEAN OF STUDENTS
110 Warfield Hall, 529-1877; fax 529-3445
Associate vice president and dean of students: Susan Mosley-Howard
Graduate assistant: David Stetter
Administrative assistant: Sue Treadway

ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
100 Student Health Services Center
529-8119; fax 529-1892
Assistant vice president for student health services: Gail Walenga
Administrative associate: Karen Kammer

ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT — STUDENT LEADERSHIP, CAMPUS,
AND COMMUNITY LIFE
(See individual department listings — Career Services; Community
Engagement and Service; Diversity Affairs, Office of; Fraternity and Sorority
Life and Leadership, Cliff Alexander Office of; and Student Activities and
Leadership)

WILKS LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE, HARRY T.
109 Warfield Hall, 529-0830; fax 529-3445
Interim director: VACANT
Coordinator of programs: Sarah Woiteshek

Student Financial Assistance, Office of
121 Campus Avenue Building, MSC 1124
529-8734; fax 529-8713
Interim director: Brent Shock
Assistant to the director: Sandy Vilkoski
Senior assistant directors:
Beth Johnson
Matthew Moore

Assistant director: Jody Cosgrove
Senior counselors:
Debra Brown
Kim Fields
Counselors:
Fabienne Bohon
Brandi Lee
Rachel Phaup
Jamie Viars
Operations administrator: Leigh Mondello-Garrett
Senior technical services specialist: Beverly Withrow
Data analyst: Paul Higgins
Student services associate: Linda Woesner
Senior student services technicians:
  Candice Berryman
  Linsey Buehner
  Kathi Buttery
  Trisha Kent-Swartz
Student services technicians:
  Mark Bittinger
  Mark George
  Rachel Russell
  Roger Smith
Scholarship coordinator: Tasha Easterling

Teacher Education, Department of
401 McGuffey Hall, MSC 1127, 529-6443; fax 529-4931
Cochairs, interim:
  Sally Lloyd
  Paula Saine
Professors:
  Douglas M. Brooks
  Alan Frager
  Iris DeLoach Johnson
  Tom Romano
  Constance Weaver
Associate professors:
  Robert Burke
  Ann MacKenzie
  Bruce Perry
  Don Pribble
  Barbara Heuberger Rose
  Margaret T. Sacco
  Paula Saine
  Jeff Wanko
Assistant professors:
  Nazan Bautista
  Martha Castaneda
  Michael Todd Edwards
  Michael P. Evans
  Elizabeth Frye
  Tom Kopp
  Sheri Leaflgren
  Lena Lee
  Thomas Misco
  Melissa Schulz
  Paula Saine
  Jeff Wanko
Lecturers:
  Brenda Dales
  Kimberly Wachenheim
Visiting instructors:
  Karin Daley
  Eileen Diamond
  Sandra Drewes
  Jessica Hoffman
  Pamela Hudson
  Irene Kleiman
  Karen Montgomery
  Linda Muse
  Marilyn Russell
Coordinator, advising: Phyllis Mendenhall
Assistant professors, urban teacher cohort: Tammy Schwartz
Graduate assistants:
  Brandon Baer
  Rabindra Bajracharya
  Christopher E. Brewer
  Kelley Bricker
  Nicholas Cramer
  Matthew Crisp
  Brad Gillespie
  Lindsey Hersha
  Brian Huddleston

Justin Jodrey
Charles Kabealo
Katie Klein
Amy Komisarek
Kevin Malone
Amy Owine
Natalie Pensyl
Kari Peters
Greta Powers
Support staff:
  Kristina Adams
  Christine Boyd
  Linda Dennett
  Lisa Portwood

Telecommunications — See Information Technology Services

Theatre, Department of
119 Center for Performing Arts
529-3053; fax 529-4048
Chair: Elizabeth R. Mullenix, professor
Professors:
  Linda L. Conaway
  Paul K. Jackson
Associate professors:
  Ann Elizabeth Armstrong
  Gion DeFrancesco
  Rebecca Eaton (H)
  Julia Guichard
  Steve Pauna
Assistant professors:
  Howard A. Blanning
  Russell Blain
  Andrew Gibb
  Lewis Magnuder
Graduate assistants:
  Matthew Coon
  Amy Guenther
  Sura Intamool
  Youngii Jeon
  Khalid Long
  Ashley Seager
  Guanda Wu
Costume studio supervisor: Meggan Peters
Scene shop supervisor: Tom Featherstone
Technical director: Steve Pauna
Administrative assistant: Karen Smith
Senior accounting assistant: staff

Transition and Assessment, Office of
211 Warfield Hall
529-8502; fax 529-3445
Associate dean of students: Andrew Beckett
Senior administrator: Carla Carick
Assistant professors, second year programs: Mike O'Neal
Program associate: Leta Roberson

Treasury Services
107 Roudebush Hall, MSC 1031, 529-6110
Assistant professors of investments and treasury services: Bruce A. Guiot
Associate director: Cynthia L. Ribberger
Investment analyst: Megan Roser
Treasury assistant: Lettie Combs
Staff accountant: Melissa Metzger
Assistant to the controller/treasury services: Amy Kidwell

Trustees, Board of
212 Roudebush Hall, MSC 1103,
529-6225; fax 529-3911
Secretary to the board of trustees; executive assistant to the president:
Miami University
Organizational Unit Directory

Theodore O. Pickerall
OFFICERS
Chair: John S. Christie
Vice chair: Donald L. Crain
Secretary: S. Kay Geiger
Treasurer: David F. Herche

MEMBERS
The date in parentheses indicates year of appointment.
A term ends the last day of February of the year listed.
National Trustees (non-voting):
Student trustees (non-voting):
2011 (2009) Lindsey Bullinger, Fort Jennings

Undergraduate Advising Information Office — See Advising Resource Center, Miami (MARC)
University Advancement, Vice President for Murstein Alumni Center, MSC 1132,
529-4029; fax 529-1466
Vice President for University Advancement: Tom Herbert
Assistant to the Vice President: Cindy Osborne
Assistant professors of University Advancement Business Services: Chris Otto
Administrative Assistant: Joanne Perry

University Budget Office
221 Roudebush Hall, MSC 1016,
529-0464; fax 529-2121
Associate Vice President Budgeting and Analysis: David A. Ellis
Senior Budget Analyst: Donna Rohlf
Budget Analysts:
Elizabeth Bath
Melissa Oldfield

University Communications and Marketing
102 Glos Center, MSC 1130,
529-7592; fax 529-1950
Associate vice president: Deedie Dowdle
Associate director: Claire Wagner
Associate director, external communications: Lisa Dankovich
Miamian editor: Donna Boen
MARKETING AND CREATIVE SERVICES, UNIVERSITY
529-7596; fax 529-1950
Director: Tracy Hughes
Associate director: Tracy Chappelow
Assistant director: Jon Simon
Art director: Michael Mattingly
Senior designer: Donna Barnet
Social media specialist: Kelly Bennett
Photographic services, university
255 Williams, 529-6049
Coordinator: Jeff Sabo
Senior photographer: Scott Kissell
Video production services, university
243 Williams, 529-1832
Cinematographer: De’Niel Phipps
Web Communications
Manager: Todd Pashak

Web editor: Jeri Moore
Web developer: tba
Web design specialist: tba
Web design/develop specialist: Jessica Rea
Senior program assistant: Melissa Blackburn

NEWS AND COMMUNICATIONS, UNIVERSITY
529-7592; fax 529-1950
Director: Claire Wagner
Assistant director: Carole Johnson
Media relations representative/staff writer: Ritter Hoy
Staff writer/public information officer: Susan Meikle
Administrative assistant: Kristal Humphreys
Program assistant: Vicki Marks

Voice of America Learning Center
7847 VOA Park Dr., West Chester 45069
(513) 895-8862 (Cincinnati area)
(513) 217-8862 (Middletown area)
(513) 777-2840 fax
Director: Roderick E. Nimtz
Student services coordinator: Tracy Harris
IT operations coordinator: Brad Farr
Director of development: David Macejko
Office staff: Carol Danner

Western College Alumnae Association Inc.
Patterson Place, MSC 1134,
529-4400; fax 529-7400
Assistant professors: Judy Waldron
Senior program assistant: Debbie Baker
Accounting associate: Kaye Wolke
Publications editor: Catherine Cooper

Western Program
113 Peabody Hall, MSC 1065
529-2233; fax 529-5849
Director: Nicholas Money, professor, Botany
Assistant Director: Kim Erming
Professors:
R. Hays Cummins
Sally Harrison-Pepper
William H. Newell
Associate professors:
Ann Elizabeth Armstrong
Kathleen N. Johnson
Mary G. McDonald
Lisa D. Weems
Assistant professors:
Kevin C. Armitage
Xiuwu Liu
Student activities coordinator: Audree Riddle
Program associate Mstr: Mary Denney
Women's Center
206 MacMillan Hall, MSC 1135,
529-1510; fax 529-8130
Director: Jane Goettsch
Administrative assistant: Rhonda Jackson

Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies Program
120 MacMillan Hall, MSC 1104,
529-5333
Assistant professors: Madelyn Detloff, associate professor, women's studies, English
Professors:
Gwendolyn Etter-Lewis, English, black world studies, women's studies
Sally Lloyd, educational leadership, women's studies
Associate professors:
Darcy Donahue, Spanish and Portuguese, women's studies
Ann Fuehrer, psychology, women's studies
Lisa McLaughlin, communication, women's studies
Assistant professors:
Fauzia Ahmed, women's studies, sociology
Yu-Fang Cho, English, women's studies
Roxanne Ornelas, women's studies, geography
Senior program assistant: René McKinstry
Program associate: Cathie Isaacs

Zoology, Department of
212 Pearson Hall, MSC 1136,
529-3100; fax 529-6900
Chair: David Pennock, professor
Professors:
David J. Berg (H)
Alan B. Cady (M)
Phyllis A. Callahan, dean, arts and science
Bruce J. Cochrane, dean, graduate school
Jon P. Costanzo (adjunct)
Thomas O. Crist
Katia Del Rio-Tsonis
Lori G. Isaacs
James M. Janik (M)
Donald G. Kaufman, emeritus; director, Hefner Museum
Richard E. Lee, distinguished professor
Douglas B. Meikle
Christopher A. Myers
James T. Oris, associate dean, Research and Scholarship
Michael L. Robinson
Ann L. Rypstra (H), distinguished professor; dir., Ecology Research Center
Robert G. Sherman
Nancy G. Solomon
Douglas H. Taylor, emeritus; chair, university natural areas
Michael J. Vanni
Jack C. Vaughn
Craig E. Williamson, Ohio Eminent Scholar
Shuxia Yi (adjunct)
Associate professors:
Joyce J. Fernandes
Maria J. Gonzalez
Paul A. Harding (M)
Susan M.G. Hoffman
Paul F. James
Brian Keane (H)
Kathleen A. Killian
Assistant professors:
Michelle D. Boone
Melany C. Fisk
Paul J. Schauffler
Haifei Shi
Yoshinori Tomoyasu
Lecturers:
Tracy Haynes
David E. Russell
Visiting professors:
Andor Kiss

Carrie Kissman
Bruce A. Steinly
Postdoctoral fellows:
Agustin Luz Madrigal
Makiri Sei
Amanda Spivak
Research associates:
Krishan Badrinath
Cecilia Franz Berg
Janelle Duncan
Christian Gutierrez
Elizabeth Mette
Robert Moeller
Erin Overholt
Tera Ratliff
Brad Wagner
Lab manager: Erika Grajales Esquivel
Manager, Ecology Research Center: Rodney Kolb
Graduate assistants:
Timothy Bankroff
Heather Bryner
Jing Chen
Adrian Chesh
Mark Dempsey
Erning Duan
Jonathan Edwards
Girija Gangapatnam
Amanda Gevertz
Mia Hall
Jose Herrera-Herrera
Yuta Kawarasaki
Jamie Kements
Deepthi Kumar
Priya Kumar
Vishal Kumar
Tingja Lao
Jorge Lassus
Zhi Liu
Kristen Lucia
Jeremy Mack
Tamara McPeek
Kevan Minick
Jason Nelson
Benjamin Philip
Padma Ravisankar
Amber Rock
Andrew Rosendale
Freya Rowland
Jason Schmidt
Susanna Scott
Ann Showalter
Michael Silvarin
Aswati Subramanian
Zachary Taylor
Andrew Tucker
Cortney Washam
Alyssa Whu
Zhengqin Zhou
Zheng Zhu
Research assistants:
Soumya Bannerjee
Karla Barbosa Sabanero
Olaf Borkiewicz
Zachary Callahan
Aron Costello
Aminata Coulibaly
Christopher Distel
Maria Clara Do Amaral
Elisabeth Hagenbuch
Nicole Hayes
Kentarou Inoue
Jonathan Lee
Bhavani Madakasira
Gregg Marcello
Patrick Mineo
Teresa Morris
Shweta Nayar
Holly Puglis
Jayanthi Sanjeevi
Meera Seshadri
Molly Steinwald
Melissa Youngquist
Jie Zhu
Dissertation Scholar: Kevin Rose
Pre-health adviser/lab coordinator: Robert Balfour
Assistant museum director: Michael Wright
Environmental educators, Hefner Museum:
  Steve Eshbaugh
  Barb Hamilton
Manager, animal facilities: Linda Zehler
Animal caretakers:
  Troy Durham
  Connie Maricle
Storekeeper: Dan Cross
Electron microscope technician: Matthew Duley
Director, bioscience inventories: Lois Watson
Field manager, natural areas: Jim Reid
Office staff:
  Brenda Barnes
  Diana Deaton
  Gwen Hart
  Joni Robinson